LOCAL AFFAIRS

Buy

a

25c U. S. Thrift Stamp

Or, better still, buy sixteen of them for four dollars and
exchange them for a U.-8. "llaby llond,” face value $6.80
bearing 4% interest comiXMinded quarterly.
Total oust to you, $4.13,.if you buy before March l, ($t 00
for the stamp, 13c for the exchange.)
Ask your Postmaster

engaged in
years. He was
a
veteran of the
Civil war, serving
with
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lery. He was wounded in the Battle of
the Wilderness, but returned to the front,
re-enlisted at the expiration of his term,
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important seizure of contraband
meat at the Mountainy pond camp
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Hancock county.
horses promised are three

held

in

academy, which
gives another appointment to this district,
students

at

the

naval

member of Congress being now entitled to live students at Annapolis.
Congressman Peters has announced his
selection as principal and alternates—Dean
Mathew Simpeon of Waterville, principal,
and John E French of Skow began, Levi
Kinsman Cortbell of Eastport, and Donald
in
T. McDonald of Machias as alternates
the order named.

each

Mrs. C. C.

and Earl Drummond
Bean of the 145th ambulance corps, Ohio
national guard, took place at the home of
the bride’s cousin. Miss Mabel Humphrey,
50 Leighton street, Bangor, Tuesday evening, Feb. 12. Rev, Alva Roy Scott of the
Bangor Unitarian church officiated. Near
relatives and a few intimate friends were
present. An informal reception followed,
Mr. Bean,
and refreshments were served.
who has been stationed at Fort Sheridan,
returned
to
camp this
Montgomery, Ala.,
week on the expiration of his furlough.

Suicide at Bucksport.
Boy E. Smith of Millvale, Bucksport,
of the drafted men who left Ellsworth
October 3 for Camp Devens, was
on
discharged last week because of physical
and
disappointed
disability. Keenly
diBpondent, he committed Buieide by
one

News has been received here of the
last Wednesday,
Midland, Mich., on January 1, of taking poison
arrival home.
John D. Murphy, a native of Ellsworth, j hours alter his
death at

place

increased the demand for
trained office™, and Congress has recently
passed a law increasing the number of

men were brought to
Ellsworth Saturday. A tine of fl20 and
costs of fll.45 were paid.
The wedding of Miss Natalie Cobb
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his death seemed
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relapse terminated fatally after
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York.

Mr. Whitmore was born io Ellsworth
Whitcomb and wife of Orono !
March 14,1852, the son of James P. and
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Ellis )
Sarah
(Cochrane) Whitmore. He folthe past week.
lowed the trade of bis father as an
John J. Whitney came from Bowdoin
operative mason, working at it in Ellslast week on account of the illness of his
worth since a young man, and becoming
O.
John
Whitney.
father,
a most expert artisan.
who
George W. Jordan and Earl Jordan,
He married, January
18, 1875, Miss
have been working at Green Lake since
of Ellsworth, who
Helen E. Mitchell
home.
last fall, have finished and returned
survives him, with one son. Dr. James P.
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Moody of
Whitmore of MHrquctte. Mich. Another
Monroe and Miss Helen York of Portland son, Frank E., wns ki led in action last
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Ellis.
spring, fighting w ith the allies in France.
Mr. Whitmore is survived also by one
A bouse-to-house canvass is being made
of Hot Springs, S. D.
by the local committee in the interest of brother, James F.,
Dr. Frank

were

the

war

savings stamps, and with credit-

able results.

The

public

have

responded

liberally that the Ellsworth Falls postoffice ranks among the first in this district
in the amount of its sales to date.

Conlev, who was called to Stonington to
officiate at the fuueral of a former parMr. Beyer was the guest of
ishioner.
John E. Lake and wife over-Sunday.
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Beulah Conary of West Surry spent the
week-end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.

Conary.
Friends here of Alvah F. Giles and wife
of Hampden Highlands, extend congratulations on the birth of a son, born Feb. 11.
Austin

justice

of the

Haley,
George
supreme court, died at his home in Saco
was due to an illness
Death
yesterday.
originating in trouble with a tooth which
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With
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no water available, the flames could not
he checked.
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Friday evening, Feb. 22, at Hancock
Community singing of patriotio
songs. Everybody come.
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—
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George Simmons of Orouo.
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be
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Hiss n. Elizabeth

Green Mt. Pomona
Feb. 23.

yesterday

Hancock

pastor of the
Unitarian church, of which Mr. Whitmore had for the past few years been a
regular attendant, officiated. The bearers were Edgar A. and Arthur B. Mitchell,
W. Higgins and Herman E.
George
Rev. J.

534

Judge Haley Dead.

Hancock

on

ing at courthouse in Ellsworth.

Agnes Cunningham is with Mrs.
V. R. Uuptill of East Surry who is ill.
James Grindle will soon sell his place
here, and move to Ellsworth.

Prof.

held

being deferred to
son.

Mrs.

F.

w'as

home

funeral
at

saddened to hear

The community
of the death of Harold F.
Higgins of
pneumonia at his home in Gardiner last
Harold was the sou of
Wednesday.
was

ibe
noon

Byron Trueworthy of Norridgewock
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enormous expansion of the United
called on friends here recently.
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his search

not
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New

Adair,” and from the Bluehill mines, the
“Duke of Wellington,” 2.21 y/\.

Macomber
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camps in the vicinity
deer-meatless
days,

CLOTHING
stoek

in

salmon

of the Green Lake Timber Co. last Thursday. He suspected that some of the

Ellsworth Hardwood Co.
selected

There

string. The
lucky fishermen were E. C. Osgood, at
whose camp the party stopped. Dr. Q. 8.
Hagerthy, John A. Stuart, Arthur Moore
and

Special

of stock. Please call
office or atldress

well

and

Daniel E. Loweree, who has been here
a visit with his family, left Friday for

George Higgins and wife, residents here
Among the
until about four years ago, when the
Northeast
D.
His age was
of
C.
Burr,
from the stable
family moved to Gardiner.
At the time of his
the
twenty-two
years.
Pacer
Harbor, “Billy Sales,” (2.1714)
as
locomotive
Harold was employed
“Hiram”
(2.20(4) and a green pacer, death,
He was married soon after mnvfireman.
j
will
inhorses
Sullivan
“Jocko P.” West
I ing to Gardiner to Miss Alice Peters, and
! leaves besides his wife,two small children,
clude H. H. HaveyV green pacer, BradMrs.
“Earl
| his parents and a younger sister,
purchase,
bury Smith’s recent
Charles Alexander. The body was accomKiug,” Fred Wheeler’s "Fred Orphan” panied here by bis father and his
The
(2.15)4), -Maynard Havey’s black pacer, brother-in-law, Mr. Alexander.
funeral was at the home in Gardiner.
unnamed, and Or. H.A. Holt’s trotting Interment
was at Woodbine cemetery on
will
mare by "May Kiug.” From Bluehill
Saturday. Harold had many friends both
Wallace Hinckley’s pacer, “Tony here and in Gardiner, who sympathize
come
Wilkes,” Judge Snow’s pacer, "Paul D.,” with the family in their sudden bereavegreen pacer, "Kobin ment.
Alonzo William s

string of fish brought
by winter fishermen so far this season
was
on
exhibition at H. F. Wescott's
trout
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There will be two
racing is certain.
classes, open to all comers—a free-for-all
and a 2.30, and a hotly-contested match
race between tw-o Hancock horses.
Horsemen all over Hancock county are

hall this afternoon.

Wood Wanted
arc

bring
admission, and
to

Everyone interested

proprietor.

invited

last Thursday of Charlea
Whitmore, a life-long resident, removes
well-known
Ellsworth's
another of
citizens, and severs friendships of many
years. Mr. Whitmore had been seriously
ill a few' days, of pneumonia, but the day

Leroy Pinkham of Orrington is
guest of Charles J. Treworgy and fam-

for

CHARLES WHITMORE.

The death

here

man’s

The

candidates for mayor and street commissioner will be nominated, will be followed
by the caucuses of wards 1, 2, 3 and 5.
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Hot Water heating, Furnaa
Work and Jobbing.

no

was

Mrs.

commit

remember

be

Brewer

a Hancock county “HorseRev. R. F. Beyer, Bangor theological
Day.” A good ice track will be seminary, supplied here Sunday in the
W.
prepared at Leonard lake, and some lively absence of the pastor, Rev. Henry

to

in

PLUMBING,

There will

of

Joseph
Monday and Tuesday.
Patterson

ily.

please

j

Jonesport.

memory the words of the songs, it will
assist materially in the rendering of the
music. All those w'ho have copies of the
will

OBITUARY.

KLL8 WORTH FALLS.
Mrs. Leaman Danico is visiting in West

the

has been selected

evening at
7.30 o’clock. The general caucus, at which

Ward 4

countries

and foreign

republican municipal

Elllsworthi
-.----

so

Saturday, making a round trip from
Bar Harbor, carrying on her return trip a
large quantity of freight that had been
accumulating at Mt. Desert Ferry.
be held at Hancock

Insurance

Fire

to

to

Ilorseinaii’s Day.

nel

Me.

TARLEY

Phone 14

o’clock.
The singing will be
accompanied by
Higgins’ orchestra, which has generously
offered its services.

Notices

Mt. Desert

Samoset succeeded in
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of the leading companies of this

Onward Christian cfoldiers.

W.

O.

Purdy

also the la.“t rt'h ursal which w ill be held
in Hancock hall F'riday afternoon at 3
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bell. the
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physical

the

men
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The
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Hymn.
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sixty more men to
appear Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of thi& week.
Bar

Local Agent for Stage and Express

Representing

week

this
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Cry of Freedom.

have been sent out for

Mark your address carefully.
Best of Stock and Workmanship.
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board

exemption

County Savings

Ellsworth,
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20

is

Ellsworth, died Friday. The body wn
wrought here Monday and entombed at
Woodbine cemetery.

nations

Bluehill Shoe and Harness Hospital

C. c.

Joe.

next rehearsal will be held Wednesday
afternoon at 5 o’clock in the Bijou theatre,
use of this being tendered by Mrs. Camp-

will

follow.
< arc Uert rude, in rant child nr Mr. and
Mrs. R<no.»? 8‘irgent of Lewiston farmer Iv

by Parcel Post

Walsh

everyone is invited.
Patriotic song rehearsals have been held
during the week, the business men generally being interested to the extent that
they have taken in these rehearsals. The

afternoon at

morrow

nation of

j

Black

Hancock

Back to Old Virginny,

Me

Hank.

Address.

them.

has

caucus

been called to be held at Hancock

35 cents a ! commissioner.

Shoe and Harness Repairs

£d. G. Williams,

Solo—Carry

music,

er, of Gardiner is with her.

2.75
under four

been

of

S

12

Kentucky Home.

ten-minute addresses.
If everybody will try

refreshments.

Walter J. Clark, jr.
seriously ill of pleurisy fever ia gradually
improving. Her sister, Mrs. H. A. HoopMrs.

Price, including paper and special printing:
5( 0 sheets pound size, $2.00; half-pound size, $1.75

E»tafc>ll»H©ci

County Savings

Old

program, and at a meeting selected Revs.
R. B. Mathews and J. W. Tickle to deliver

P.

Washington party at the

a

with program, games and
Everyone invited.

Bed Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parchm
t paper, printed with especially-made liutter paper ink to comply
with new law. There is cheaper pa|a-r on the market; none better.

Prompt Delivery.

Dixie.

be sung all over the land.
The pastors of the Ellsworth churches
were asked to provide a short speaking

Methodist parsonage to-morrow evening,

quality

•tail charges paid one way.

My

11

Good Night, Ladies.
“America” is not here inserted. That
will be sung at 8 o’clock, m accordance
with the suggestion that at that hour it

steadily

now

visiting his brother. Dr. F.
Lafllti, returned home yesterday.

Plain printed butter paper, blank for name, pound size,
|smml. Orders for fqur pounds or more sent postpaid;
tiitds add Sc a pound for postage.

10

21

dance and

n

has been

“

placed actions ahead of words in accomplishing results. Act to-day
upon that impulse to save—start au account with the Hancock

Miss

will meet next Tues-

Campbell,

M.

There will be

3.00;

Uld Folks at Home.

18

Pierce

The American Office

“

Marching Through Georgia.

9

W. A. Allen of Portland is visiting
daughter, Mrs. Harry E. Kowe.

Mrs.

“

8

Solo—America the Beautiful,
Miss Walker
Solo— Quartette Chorus, Bonny Eloise

critically ill of pneumonia, is
improving.

“

Annie Laurie.

George Washington A Man of Action
George Washington, our first President, believed in action—and

Purdy. !

17

for

supper at
Bayside grange hall to-morrow evening.

10 0

7

Miss

Bos-

There

Best

Address.

employment.

he lias

where

day with Mrs. Susan Mason Cushman.

Paper

Solo-Marseillaise,

6

Battle

The woman’s club

h

Butter

5

Keller’s American

Mrs.
her

Banner.

16

ton,

any Banker

Spangled

swgrth,Maine

fpjjjpr

folk-songs. The

15

Harry W. Haynes.

Walter L. Smith left last week

Ask your Postmaster

everybody will go with
assisting in the singing of pat-

Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean.
Battle Hymn of the Republic.
When Johnny Comes Marching Home
Again.

13%Old

this week

meet

I jMf t’MwFlkusT Company I

invited.

is

Mrs.
.48
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ex-
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Save and invest.

cam

you

Midnight Tuesday,

| From observations taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor & Union Rivet
Power Co., in r'llsworth.
Precipitation is
given in iuches for the twenty-four hours
ending at midnight, j
Weather
Precipcondition*.
itation
Temperatnre

—

people

riotic songs and the old
program follows:

U», 1018.

F«t>.

You

to

Ending

Bank with

a

the idea of

ELLSWORTH

at

at

It is asked that

hour before mail oloses.
(N

to-day—may be the
large depositor
Many of our best customers started small—and
to-day carry large balances.
We welcome small depositors who desire to
grow with a Growing Bank.

community sing will be held
in Hancock hall Friday evening at 7.30.

postofflce half

at

of

depositor

patriotic songs in churches and schools

has interested the

AT POSTOPFICB

V

of to-morrow.

Plans for national song week, as suggested by President Wilson, has taken
definite shape in Ellsworth. The singing

Everybody

WEATHER

The small

Hancock Hall.

Dayt.

Registered mail ahould be

For Week

lllllll“"MI[fTTTTiTII!llllllllllllllliii|11111

He leaves also

brothers, William, of Ingersoll, Mich.,

Program for Community “Sing”

Going Wrst—10.30 a ra'T 5.50 p m
Going East—6.Ik am; 3.86 p m.

an

daughters.

two

PATRIOTIC SONG SERVICE.

From West—8.41 a in; 4Ji p tn.
From East—11.10 a (in; 4.23 pm.
MAILS CLOSB

three years of serwife survives him, with four

Mrs. Peter

MAILS RRCBITRD.

Week

His

sons

effect, Jan. HO, 1918.

or any Hanker
by Burrill National Bank, to the W. f a. Pub-

had

for

POSTOPPICK

hLLSWOHTH

In

He

age.

completed nearly

and

IICHBDULE OF MAIL8
AT

of

farming successfully

Hancock Co Savings Bank
The Bnrrtll National bank
Union Trust Co
In bankruptcy—George A Ward
H B Phillips— Farms for sale or to let.
Notice of foreclosure—Cora E Long
Divorce libel—Nettle C Cunningham
Arthur Studer—Sleighs, wagon, Incubator
for sale.
Miss M A Clark—Housekeeper wanted
H C Austin & Co—Smoke and water sale
Portland:
E 8 Lincoln Inc—Cedar poles wanted
Haltimork, Mr:
F Terl—Old False teetb wanted

help win the War'

can

Michigan nearly fifty yearn
Murphy was seventy-five

Mr.

years

NKW ADVERTISEMENT* THIS WEEK

Everybody

atibrrtisrmentB.

who moved to
ago.

Googins,
St., Ellsworth.
Telephone, 149 3

94 Franklin

SUNDAY SCHOOL

KDITRD BT

24,

ruary

Quarter,

Feb-

The purposes of this column are succlac y
slated In the title and motto—It Is for the mut. al
uenetit, and aims to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It Is for the oom
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of la
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In

1918.

INTERNATIONAL SERIES

THE

Text, Mark 4:21-34—Memory
Matt
13:S1, 32—Golden
Verses,
Text l*a. 11:9—Commentary Pre-

Lesson

pared by

Rev.

The first two verses of our lesson
find a similar savin* la Matt 5:13-16,
where believers are called the salt of
the earth and the light of the world,
but the warning Is give* that salt may
lose Its savor, and a light may be pre-

Thr

DB LIGHTFUL APVKHTUHB*.

(Ted Robinson, in Cleveland Plain Dtalrr.)
I went into a reataurant—it »»• • meatless

vented by circumstances from benefiting others. As we saw In the parable
of the sower many things may hinder
fruitfulness. In that parable it seems
to me that neither wayside nor rocky
soil give any evidence of the hearer’s
salvation, while the thorny soil may
indicate a saved but unfruitful life.
Therefore the warning about the necessity of the Ught Shining, and the
ears

hearing.

In lesson verses 24 and 25 there is an
admonition so much needed in our day
when there is so much false tesching—
“Take heed what ye hear’’—suggesting
that we should be careful to hear only
that which Is noted lo the Scripture of
Truth (Dan. 10:21). Our attitude should
be, "I will hear what God the Lord will

losing
that which he bath, the meaning is

speak” (Ps. 85:8).

As to

plain in Luke 8:18: “That which
he seemeth to have.” We are to him
as his mother and brethren only when
we hear the word of God and do tt
(Luke 8:21).
When he speaks of the Kingdom of
God in parables, after the Pharisees
determined to kill him, thus rejecting
him and his Kingdom, we must understand him to be referring to this present age of a rejected and postponed
Kingdom which he called “the mystery
of the Kingdom" (vs. 11). Some people
expect to see the seed spring op as
soon as It is sown, and are discouraged
if they do not see converts at every
service; but, whilst we should always
expect results, It does seem to me better to leave the results with him who
assures us that his word will always
accomplish his pleasure (Isa. 55:11).
The farmer who commits the seed to
the ground and to God waits patiently
upon God for results (James 5:7), and
In due time gathers In the results. It
Is safe to wait till harvest time.
Verses 30-32 give us the parable of
the mustard seed, which can be understood only in the light of the other parables of this discourse, which Is fully
given in Matt 13. Here Is an unnatural
growth, for the mustard plant Is not a
great tree, and the fowls of the air
must be understood In the light of his
exposition of the parable of the sower.
Compare verses 4 and 15,
But let us look at the whole seven of
his one discourse in Matt. 13. and remember that he is describing this
whole age between his rejection and
his return during which his followers
are to “Occupy till he come."
making
diligent use of the pounds and the
talents he commits to ns, and of which
we must give account to him. The first
four, the sower and the seed, the wheat
and the tares, the mustard seed and
the leaven, were spoken publicly, and
when they were alone he expounded all
things to his disciples (Mark 4:34j. The
last three of the seven seem to have
been spoken privately to his disciples
In the house (Matt. 13:36).
When
taken together as one discourse, as they
really were, the teaching seems very
plain, and in perfect accord with all
Scripture. Our great business as his
followers is to preach the word as his
messengers with his message, not expecting to find good soil everywhere,
but relying upon him who cannot fail
nor be discouraged.
We must expect
that until the end of this age tares, the
devil’s counterfeit, will grow with the
wheat: the children of the devil and
the children of God side by side till
the end. The little plant will become
a great tree, the vast
thing called the
church, in which will be many a Judas Iscariot. Many a child of the devil
in the pulpit. In the choir, on the board
or trustees, and In the pews; the birds
at the air In the branches. The
food,
which ought to be the pure word of
God, will partly be mixed with evil, for
leaven Is always suggestive of evil, and
we have come to days when from
many
a
pulpit only falae doctrine Is proclaimed. Ha knew that it would be so,
and told ns that we might not be discouraged. Any who are looking for a
world won to Christ in this age are
looking for that for which there Is no
authority in Scripture. Continuing to
hear him, and remembering that he
said "The held is the world” (Hatt.
13:38), we see him giving up all that
he had; for our sakes becoming poor
(2 Cor. 8:9) that he might redeem the
inheritance, the world, for the sake of
the treasure In it, his people Israel,
still hidden but soon to be manifest
He also Is the merchantman, and the
pearl of great price is his church gathered from the sea of all nations, which
la due time he will present to himself
as a glorious church, holy and without
blemish, sot having spot or wrinkle, or
any such thing (Eph. 5:27). It Is of
great price because of the price he
paid for it
When the church shall have been
completed, and Israel redeemed at his
coming in glory, then shall his long-

postponed Kingdom

day;

when I ordered steak to eat, tbe waiter
said me nay.
I ordered mash and milk, and ate until 1 had
And

a cramp—
Then took the quarter I had saved and
a savings stamp.

I

come.

Meanwhile

the net gathers all kinds, but there
shall be a separation at the end of the
age. sad it will be for each end all the
Kingdom aad the glory or the furnace
ef hre.

the grocery,

wtnt into
to

some

!

fine white cakes

buy;

savings stamp.

a

sought

I

moving-picture show, where lovely

a

gals are starred;
But it was heatless Monday, and the
was locked and barred.
There was no opportunity to watch the

place
vam-

pire* vamp
.1 took the money ’twould
bought a savings stamp.

have

cost

aod

sought

s

wasn't e’en

tramp—
.1 shoveled off tbe snow myself, and
savings stamp.
a

bought

a

If things get any worse, and 1 can neither
buy nor hire.
Nor cop the luiuries or life, nor heap the
roaring fire.
I’ll have so many thrift stamps, as 1 follow

plan.
not only lick the Quo, but be
wealthy man!

out my

That I’ll

a

The poem while it seems to present the
question of savings stamps as a joke, has a
moral which implies that many times one
could save by personal work money to
invest in thrift stamps.
Dear St. B
Like Irish
Aunt

Mafogc

in regard to
your ailment write Lydia E. Pinkham
Mass.
The result
Medicine Co., Lynn,
of it* long experience is at your service.
ounce

rain

tragacanth;

gum

and

water

1»-1

add

One of your clippings follows.
all, and the letter.

Thanks

“I

HAVE

Brace
Be
down
what

RIGHT

THE

op!

cheerful
ana

TO BE

CHEERFUL.”

Bay

ifitbings

right where you are. Sit
to yourself: “Now here,
are

Thai does not need
still have the

right

very much to the bad?
to make me a mope.
I
to

be

cheerful,

laugh a bit, and hope for to
good new a.”— Toronto Star.

and to

morrow

and

Persian Sweets:—One pound figs, 1
dates, and 1 lb. of nuts, put through a

chopper.
orange (or
blended

Orate rind and add juice of an
lemon if preferred), knead till

bis

Store.

^fiorruatmcnia

'sore^throat
Colds, Coughs, Croup |

Catarrh
Relieved in Two Minutes.
and

Is your throat sore?
Breathe Hyomei!
Have you catarrh?
Breathe Hyomei?
Have you a cough?
Breathe Hvop ei!
H ve yt u a cold?
Breathe Hyomei!
Hyomei is the one treatment for a)) nose,
throat and long troubles. It does not contain
any cocaine or morphine and ail that is
necessary is to breathe it through the little
pocket iuhaler that comes with each outfit.
A complete outfit costs but little at druggists*
and
at
everywhere
Alexander’s
Pharmacy, and Hyomei is guaranteed to banish catarrh, croup, coughs, colds, sore throat
aud bronchitis or money back.
A Hyomei
inhaler lasts a lift time and extra bottles of
Hyomei can be obtained from druggists.

ft

Kstey

Captain

two

on

will

I

have

charge of the lecture houx.
252.

HAST BLURB ILL.

Feb.

16, three members of the executive

committee

Long,

were

elected

a*

follows:

A. B. Leach *nd Charles

8.

A.

Curtis.

RECORD FOR WHITE LEGHORN
!

Northwest Queen Produced 235 Eggs
In Twelve Months—She Is Modest, Retiring Hen.

of Lamoine

M.

Goodwin

A.

with

their

are

and daughter
visiting here.

and

Georg* Goodwin

families

have returned

Phyllis

Miss

Stratton

of

1

ment

Clark died

at

fined to his home two months.
was

of

one

He

best

our

disposition

cheerful
was

a

member of the

carpenters’

of

union

bore his illness with
of olberB

citizens, and

made biro

his

favorite.
Men and

Harbor.

He

Besides two soro,

George, who tenderly cared for
him in his last illness, be leaves two
brothers, Adelbert O. of this place and
Wesley A. of Brewer. His wife, one son
Earl and

and

daughter

one

Funeral
church

have gone before him.
will be held at the union

services

Tuesday

afternoon.

Feb. 18.

Echo.

Word has been

received of the death of

C. Googins of Cambridge, Maas., for-

merly

of Lamoioe.

Mr. Darras has

finished

sawing at the

corner, and moved the mill and camps to
the John Gilpatnck place.

Y. Coolidge is confined to
a sprained ankle.
School
was closed two days earlier.
Feb. 18.
L.
Miss Olive

the house with

_

Bridges

son

Mrs. Earl

of Mr. and

is very ill.

Willard Lunt

Bangor by

was

called

the illness of his

W'arren Dunbar

was

home

She

called to

Ellsworth

M.

Feb. 18.

MAN8ET.

rejoicing Sunday when
Sadler came in the steamer Bamoset
from Mt. Desert Ferry, with freight. Mr.
was some

Capt.

Sadler took
the

Ferry

two carloads offish back to
him, from J. L. Stanley’s

with

Thanks are alsodue Capt. Hadlock
of Isles ford, or we still would be surrounded by ice.
Food and provisions
wharf.

were

getting

Feb*18-

scarce.

Lilac.

Who Get* the Klee?
“Since you worked your
example* so
nicely,” said the pretty teacher. “I
shall give you a kiss.”
“Teacher, I
didn’t know there was to be a reward,**
responded the honest urchin. “It’* only
fair to tell you that my big brother did
them sums.”—Life.
CONSTANT SUFFER R FINDS RELIEF
“I have been • constant unfferer from kidney trouble and three month* ago was down
sick in bed for my back sched ao
severely I
couldn't get
writes C. F. Reynolds, «11
Herrick 8t up,”
Elmira. N. Y.
White in this
condition we read of Foley Kidney PiiU so I
commenced taking them. In a few days I
wa« up out of bed.”
Foley Kidney HlU
strengthen kidneys and bladder.
mended for backache, rheumatic pains, sore
JBBt :les stiff Joints —Moore's Drag Store.

Recom-

Friday

native of tbit

is a

Isle

were

glad

year ago.

a

to

see

and

a

Saturday.

place, and moved to
Her many friends

her.

Carrie, eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William Hooper, died Thursday, after a
Tbe funeral
long illness of tuberculosis.
Tbe parents have
was held
Saturday.

(617)

the

sympathy

of all.

and team from those

Eloc.
AMHERST.

Frank Dunham Is visiting

Mm.

in

Ban-

|

for.

John K. Silsby has moved his
of tbe woods.

¥

Crosby

Mrs. L. E.

fi

products.

present.

Feb. 18.

visiting

ia

crew

in

out

Bangor

and Brewer.

Amanda Grover, who had

Mrs

recently,

reported

is

as

a

shock

comfortable.

Harry Silsby received a severe wound
day last week, when a cow swung ber
bead around quickly, hitting him over

one
on

! tbe eye.

Feb. 18.

P.

HANCOCK POINT.

Depart-

School closed

Friday

after

a

term of

six

To have dairy cows us a part of the weeks, taught by Miss Carrie Turner of
equipment on every fasm. enabling liar Harbor.
become
tenants
to
self-supporting
Howard Hodgkins was taken to E. M.
throughout the year and at the same U. hospital, Bangor, Feb. 7, for an persoil
conditime maintain desirable
a'.ton for appendicitis. He ia gaining.
tions, Is a plan recommended by the
Raymond Hodgkins, U. S. N. R. F., who
bureau of animal Industry, United
was called home by bis father's illness, reStates
department of agriculture, turned to Bar Harbor Monday,
among the land owners of the South.
M K.
Feb. 16.
The plan is accnm|»anle<l with un active
campaign for feed production; as a reBilious? Peel heavy after dinner* Bitter
sult a marked Increase In the acreage
sallow? Liver perbsp*
taste? C'otnpiexiou
of legumes, particularly velvet henna
needs wakioa up. l>oan's reguleta.for bilious
and peannts, has been shown.
3tk
attacks.
at all stores.—Advt.
Every effort Is being made by field
men of the depnrtmpnt to aid In bringaotimisccuiaft.
ing In n sufficient supply of good cows
to establish dairying and to fig the type
of good cows In the minds of the farmers.
The readiness of bankers to help
finance the purchase of dairy cattle Is
Are
an Indication of how well established
Weakened
the Industry has become through cooperative and state work.

FARM SNOW PLOW IS PLANNED
Queen No. 117.

The old family remedy—in tablet
form aale. tore, easy to take. No
Up to last winter I always have
opiate* no un.p>**nnt after effect*.
shoveled paths In the snow eround the
Currtc* Ji in 24 hour* -Grip in 3
farm and got many u backache, while
day*. M>ciey harkif ttfaiU. Get -.he
trr.u. •« bo* with
the horses were standing In the bam.
rH Top and b.r
So 1 decided that I would see if 1
Kill'* p-.rture on it
2-1 Tablet* foe 2k.
could not make them help, writes
A« Any Drug Store
Charles E. Richardson In Farm and
Home.
I found two old planks about five
.usaiL'iiiimua’• ■*
feet long, two Inches thick and ten MMWJmnw
inches wide. I sawed off an end of one
so that the ends would fit together
smoothly. Then I nailed some boards
across the top.
On the pointed end 1

PREPARE FOR SPRING LAMBS
Success of Crop Depends Greatly
Care and Feed of Ewes During
Cold Weather.

on

(Prepared by the United 8tates Department of Agriculture.)
The care and feed of the ewes during winter has a great deal to do with
the success of the spring lamb crop.
Wise feeding Is especially Important
because of the high prices of feed and
sheep. The flockowner is fortunate
who has a good supply of clover, alfalfa. cowpeas or soybean hay, for they
are good feeds upon which to base the
Corn stover
winter ration of ewes.
oats straw, silage, and roots are economica! supplements. ‘‘Feed economically
but well" Is the advice offered by sheep
specialists. The wise application ot
this good advice will depend on the
fanner himself and such specialists a»
he may be able to consult

CASCAliA^ pUININE

Implement Made of Two Old Planka
and Few Boards la Easily Pulled
by One Horae.

al school, that during war times especially, every effort should be made to
Increase the number of hens and also
by scientific care and feeding to Increase their yearly record.

Clothes-Cleaning Device.
On one end of a recently patented
clothesbrush is an absorbent pad to
enable cleaning to be done with any
desired liquid.
The Platt*burg Manual Advise*
the
uae of Foot- Ease in the shoes. There
is nothing so good for the quick relief of
corns, bunions, chilblains, busters, sore spot
or
calouses as this old, standard remedy.
Allen's Foot-Ease, the antiseptic powder to
■hake into the shoes.
Bold everywhere
Don’t accept any substitute

j

The woman’s foreign mission society
observed tbe day of prayer on Wednesday last. A goodly number of ladies were
present. A feature of the day deserving

\~ijly
Hard Colds

daily

There

here

By

Northwest

!

piano.

visit

l>eer

|

I\ef?*cshin^

ij'

in its

^ goodness

]

j

A

new

ed yoi

crop of*selectleaves of*

noj

FORMOSA
OOLOONG

from

father.

\

Lungs

fortitude, thoughtful

the end.

to

Red

Bar

a

high school held an
high school Friday
Proceeds, |7.50, towards pay-

some

j

the

Mr. Clark

j

tbe

on

short

ltaw materials must be man- X
ufactured Into finished products O
liefore they become staple and A
have the highest market value. ¥
A good way to convert raw ma- X
terlals, such as hay, silage, fod- 0
der. grain, grass, etc., into fin- c
ished products. Is to feed good i
and
market
animal
animals

the United Btates
ment of Agriculture.)

Hancock is

Sunday,

will «»o

week,

Mm. H. L. Morgan of Deer Isle made

R. H. Williams.
ti.

and

to

Experience teaches that the Q
bulky crops we sell the C special mention were the solos sung by
less likely are we to find the £
Sylvia Bridges, a little miss of four yean,
of
cost
marketing excessive. ¥ whose sweet voice brought forth smiles

(Prepared by

visiting her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Weston

i

our

called

_

from

age of fifty-five years. He had been in
feeble health for seme time, and con-

boys

who have been
Ellsworth for ex-

of

were

evening.

etc

Form Part of Equipment
Every Farm to Enable Tenants
to Support Themselves.

;

B

ID.

The pupils of the
ice-cream sale at the

less

Should

Ellsworth.

North

Mr*. F. A. Holmes, who has been confined to tbe house some weeks, it still

this week.

MORE DAIRY COWS IN SOUTH

Maynard Hodgkins

Mrs.

Phyllis

Snow,

highly.”—Moore’s Drug

bird and

Old Town is visiting

of

a

WOBST WINTER IN YEARS
wind and extreme cold caused more
colds this winter than in past years.
Foley’s
Honey and Tar proved Its worth In thousands
of homes. Men. women and children checked
colds and coughs and prevented serious consequences from exposure. It clears the passages. heals raw inflamed membranes, banishes irritation and tickling throat. Mrs
Edward Strevy, R. 37, Clinton. O., says:
“I
think Foley's Honey and Tar the only medicine for cooghs and colds and recommend it

t

parents.

board, sprinkle with Tuesday for examination, and passed. He
powdered*sugar. Roll % inch thick, cut enlisted last fall in the aviation
corps,
in cubes and roll in sugar- Sister
Mary.
but failed to pass the examination at Fort
UrriON For Chapped Hands—QuarSlocum.
on

the

conferred

FRANKLIN.

WEST

Harry Worcester

The infant

lb.

be

day*,

LAST OKLAND.
RECIPES.

candidate*.

will

--

Otis

Be cheerful!

degrees

pint

to 1

three

.stand

LAM DINE.
for them

fourth

476, KLLSW’ORTH.
meeting

next

I
I

animation last

i
RETAIN BULKY CROPS
INSTEAD OF SELLING ¥

—

Molly. I think it too bad for
have so little help in filling

Dear St. B Sisters;
I think we are all desertiug Aunt Madge,
but I could not think of anything to write
about except the war and cold weather. It ia
a dismal outlook from
my home; everything
is ice bouud, no water as tar as we can see.
W’e are not able to get sugar. 1 have been
making coffee the way we did when 1 was a
young girl, boiling mo.a*»es in it. 1 liked it
then, but it doesn't taste as good now. 1 have
made molasses doughnuts by a recipe takeu
from tbe M. B. column a long time ago.
I am very sorry for Capt. Chatto; it ia a
great loss to him, but I am glad it did not
happen while Dell was alive. She was so
proud of her pretty home that it would have
been a dreadful blow to her to lose everything.
1 am sending a few clippings that perhaps
will help fill up some lime.
Vabhti.

BAYBIDK,
At the

Portland, Maine,

I

Several

bottle: Fifty Cents. All druggists and general storekeepers
Sample
free. The “L. F." Medicine Co.,

ue«d money now?*' It was disby Worthy Master. Sisters Cousins
and Grindle. Quotation* were given by
Gray and
Worthy Secretary, Sister
Brother Clement; song, Sislera Clement
and Weasel.

I

SEDGWICK.

drafted

I-arge

greatly

The Northwest Experiment station
flock of White Leghorns Includes the
Her name Is
queen hen of Minnesota.
then add \ oz each of alcohol, glycerine
Northwest Queen No. 117 and she bus
and witch hazel, and a little good perfume.
a record of 235 eggs In twelve months.
Aunt tSuaan.
She did not stop laying at the end of
Brows Bread for Two—Btir % cup
the twelve months, however, but kept
bread flour, l4 cup of Indian meal and rye
right on and finished her 24«th egg in
meal mixed; add
\ cup molasses in
twelve months and twenty days. This
which
*4 teaspoonful aoda and ^ tea"picture was taken at that time. She
spoon salt have been stirred; when well
Is a modest, retiring sort of a queen
mixed turn in 1 cup boiling water. This
but she rules with great decorum In a
makes a thin mixture: steam 4 hours. I
queendora where there are about four
use a coffee can for the purpose.—r
hundred who look like her In their
Mary.
snowy whiteness.
Cream Cake—One cup sugar, & cup
The value of good laying strain of
butter, »4 cup milk, whites of two eggs,
hens Is so great, according to Supt. C.
1*4 cups flour, ^ teaspoon soda, 1 teaspoon C. Selvig of the Crookston Agrieulturcream tartar.
Filling— yolks of two eggs,
1 cup sugar, 2 tablespoons cream, tea■
—--—i
Beat and spread bespoon of vanilla.
tween layers, and use as icing if liked.
—Esther.
of

troubles, biliousness, constipation,

NEWS

Everett Pert fpent tbe week-end with
his sister, Mrs. Lester Conary, at Bluehill
Falls.

quite

These
Give

the child that harmless preparation.
The True "L. F.'' ATWOOD'S Medicine—positive relief for Worms—according to hundreds of unsolicited
testimonials filed in the 60 odd years
this prescription has been doing reliable work.
Grown-ups, too. feel better for taking The True “L. F.” ATWOOD'S
Medicine as a tonic, relief for digestive

cussed

Buuriiii^

remedy a trial.
For special suggestions

as a bear one
no
tite at all the next, touchy,
of sorts. Don't hlame the child I
may be symptoms of worms.

RAINBOW, 2UB. NORTH BROOKBYILLB.
Feb. 14 the lecturer presented the question: “What are some good causes that

flammation, ulceration, irregularities,
backache, headaches, nervousness or
"the blue*’’ to give this successful

to

her column. But in our little country towns.
War and Weather (both with a capital W)
seem to be about our only thoughts.
Yet we
should not complain, as we realize so little
the discomforts of either. Oar sympathies
should' go out to the soldiers and to those
who fail to obtain the necessary fuel to keep
them warm during the extreme cold weather.
I'm sending a lew verses appropriate to the
time*, which will help to star^ tbe column,
and a* an appropriate ending in these “sweetless" times, will send s plain cheap gingerbread which has received tbe title of “bestever" in its class.
d.

wan

mcaf,
appegrouchy, out

Hungry

the program.

women*'—Mrs. John Koppslmann, R.
No. 1, McLean. Nebraska.
This famous root and herb remedy.
Lydia E. Hnkham’s Vegetable Compound. ha* been restoring women of
America to health for more than forty
years and it will well pay any woman
who suffers from displacement*, in-

ter

free employment place, where
needy workers be.
To get a man to come and shovel off tbe snow
for me;
The men were!all at work or war—there
I

icine

bought

Twa* wheat less day—I quailed before tbe
man’s accusing eye.
So for dessert that night we ate of prunes, all
dark and damp—
And with the two bit* we had saved, I bought

a man

more

Ellsworth. Me.

RESTLESS?

478, SOUTH BROOEBVILUK.
At the last meeting sixty were present.
Tb« sitter* famished a fine program for
At the
the second night of the contest.
next meeting the brothers will furnish

from any functional
disturbance, as it
has done me more
good than all the
doctor’s medicine.
Since talcing it I
have a fuse healthy
baby girl and have
gained in health and
strength. My husband and I both
praise your med-

amkricak.

COUNTY

IS YOUR CHILD

es-

HAKBORSIDE

sutler

woo

the Orange,

munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, bnt none will be rejected without
good reason.

McLean, Neb. —“1 want to recommend Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound to all
women

to

The column is open to all granger* forth?
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and coociee. All communication* mu«t
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All com-

Personal Experience.

writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but »ODe
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications '.o

O. M. Steams.

This column i* devoted

pecially to.the granges of Hancock county

This Woman Recommends
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound—Her

terchange of Ideas. In this capacity It eoltotta
communications, and its success depends largely
Comon the support given It In this respect
munications must be signed, but the name of.

'llrt'rrt tsmtnte

3monci tlu v&rancurfl.

TO ALL WOMEN
WHOARE ILL

"kVVT MADOX".

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

It* Motto:

Lesson 8.—First

aoBftustantt*

fflutual Unufit Colnmn.

Ask

yxhjr

Farm Snow Plow.

put a piece of two by six and bored
a large hole in It so that I could place
a pole.
I aleo placed amall cleats along
the sides so my feet would not slip off.
By putting a hook in the point to attach a singletree I bad R good snow
plow. When there was a snow storm 1
had a horse draw lb

a.t’arrtiarmwu

to Yourself.
When you feel an Inclination to criticise. remember thnt you weren't born
Just murmur
to set the world right.
to yourself that, after all. It’s a pretty
nice little old world, and that perhaps
It would be even more difficult to get
along with people If they were all
quite perfect, which they certainly
aren’t. Just keep your critical faculty
to yourself; It will have all the exercise It needs.—Exchange.

Keep Criticism

COT THIS OUT-IT IS WORTH MONEY
DON'T MISS THIS. Cat not thu Hip. ,nclose with Sc sud mat) it to Foley A Co,
M86
Sheffield Ave, Chicago
III., writing
your same and addreaa clearly. Toe will
receive in return a trial package containing
Foley''• Honey and Tar Compoutd, for
coughs, colds and croup; Foley Kidney Pills,
fcr pain Id
sides and back, rheumatism,
and bladder ailments;
backache, kidney
and Foley Cathartic Tablets, a wholesome,
and thoroughly cleansing cathartic for constipation, biliossn %, headache and sluggish bowels.—Moore's Drug Store.

G'ooctn

Delano Pooler 6*Co
;

:i

BOSTON MASS
| T[4 i^PCWTIPSO CCASUPS
of

BvNBtn

|

HitLCorrtt

ONLY POWERFUL
MEDICINE WILL END

RHEUMATISM
It matters not whether yon have bad
agonizing pains from rheumatism for
20 years or distressing twitching* for 20
week*, Kbeuma is strong enough and
mighty and powerful enough to drive
rheumatic poisons from your body and
abolish all misery, or money back.
C. E. Alexander and all druggists
Kbeuma on a no-cure-no-pay basis. A
large bottle is inexpensive, snd after yon
take the small dose
day for two days you

a*

directed

once

a

should know that
at lawtjyou have obtained a remedy, that
will conquer rheumatism, tl
^or over five years throughout'America
Kbeuma has been prescribed by broad-

minded
physicians sndtThss released
thousands from sgony, pain aud despair.

geants, sergeant majors (senior grade),
quartermaster corps, ordnance ser
geants, first sergeants, electrician sergeants of the first class, assistant engineers and battalion sergeant majors
and battalion supply sergeants of the

suitable allowance for heat and light,
dependent upon the locality of their
stations and the season.
While on
foreign service officers receive an increase of 10 per cent of their base
pay and longevity pay.
engineers.
Aerial Flight Increases.
Men receiving $56: Sergeants, first
Aviation officers of the signal corps,
class, of the medical department.
or officers attached to the signal
corps,
Men receiving $71:
Hospital ser- while on duty which requires them to
master
geants,
engineers of the junior participate regularly and frequently In
grade and engineers.
nerial flights, are entitled to an ini
Men receiving $81:
Quartermaster crease in the pay of their grade, under
About Sums sergeants
Facts and
of the senior grade of the their commissions, as follows: Aviaquartermaster corps, band leaders, tion officers, 20 per cent; Junior miliPaid Various Grades of Offimaster signal electricians, master electary aviators, 50 per cent; military
cers and Enlisted Men.
tricians, master engineers of the senior aviators, 75 per cent. Each Junior milgrade and master hospital sergeants.
itary aviator and each military aviator duly qualified and serTlng has the
Assignment to Special Duties.
These are the established grades ot rank, pay and allow-ances of one grade
the enlisted men, but they may various- higher thnn thnt held by them under
ly be assigned to sueh special duties ns their commissions, provided thnt the
switchboard
chauffeurs,
operators, ranks under their commissions are not
Wide Expinsion of the Army Makei
cobblers, clerks, eamnufleurs, snnitnry higher than thnt of captain.
Talk of Paying Off Intricate and
For deeds of valor, recognized by
Inspectors, draftsmen, stevedores, acQuartermaster’s
Difficult—li
countants, plumbers and such other oc- nets of eongress, officers nnd enlisted
to
Taken
Job—Precautions
cupations and trades ns are necessary men receive certificates of merit which
to meet the requirements of army servInsure Meeting Ply Roll
entitle them to nn additional compensation of $2 per month.
ice.
Promptly.
In addition to the rates of pay fot
Allowances at Retirement.
Enlisted men can apply for retireWashington.—The actual pay roll of enlisted men heretofore mentioned,
the fighting forces of the United States supplemental pay or allowances are ment after 30 years of service. They
are
retired on 75 per cent of the
made as follows:
Is now nearly $100,000,000 per month.
(1) Increased pay is allowed for con- ! monthly pay drawn at the time of reThis sum Is disbursed by the pay offitinuous service, computed under what tirement, nnd $15.75 a month addicers of the army and navy In the form
of checks or currency or by the treas- Is known as “enlistment period." An tional in lieu of allowances.
Officers are retired for disability or
enlistment period ordinarily represents
ury department In the form of family
allotments as compensation for serv- n period of three or four years, de- after sixty-four years of age, and reices rendered according to the scale of pendent upon the law In effect at date ceive 75 per cent of the pay of the
held a* date of retirement.
pay prescribed by law for the uni- of enlistment. There are seven such grade
An enlisted man In active service has
periods, covering a period of service
formed defenders of the nation.
This figure does not Include “family of 1 year to more than 18 years pro- no necessary personal expenses except
vided for, anil the Increases range for barber and laundry. Uniforms, unallowances" which are paid by the govfrom $3 to $24 per month, according derclothing, shoes, hats, quarters, medernment toward the support of the families of enlisted men, under specified to the grade and length of service. Men ical attendance nnd subsistence are
conditions, nor does it consider any of In the grade of private calling for $30 supplied them at government expense.
the special compensatory features of per month are increased $3 per month Such materials as tobacco, postage,
the military and naval insurance act, during the second enlistment period, confectionery and Incidentals of Indiunder w hich $170,150,000 was appropri- nn additional $3 during the third en- vidual taste may be purchased at the
listment period, and $1 per month for post exchange at cost.
ated.
Officers, while in hospital, are
For the purpose of informing the each additional enlistment period to
for subsistence.
public accurately us to the system of Include the seventh enlistment period. charged $1 per day
Men above the $30 grade and up to ami They ure not entitled to clothing or
pay in the army the following authorized statement has been issued by the Including the $38 grade are entitled to equipment nnd are required to subsist
$3 per month additional pay for each themselves, purchasing their supplies
committee on public information:
enlistment period from the second to either from the quartermaster or
Army Pay Nearly Billion a Year.
The total pay of the United States the seventh for each successive enlist- through the ordinary channels of trado.
ment period. Men above the $3.8 grade
army for the month of December was
lire entitled to $4 per month additional
ENTRANCE TO DUGOUT
approximately $78,580,800.
Disbursements on account of the pay pay for each enlistment period from
of officers and men of the army are the second to the seventh.
now at the rate of about $050,000,000
Some Additional Ratings.
(2) Enlisted men of the coast artilper year.
ineso ugures consioer soieiy uie pay
lery, helow grade of mess sergeant,
disbursed by the quartermaster de- ure entitled to the following additional
partment and do not Include family ratings, according to established indiallowances or compensation for disabil- vidual qualifications: Casement elecity of soldiers, provided for by the tricians, observers of the first class,
aiilltary and naval insurance act and plotters and coxswains, $9 per month;
paid by the government through the chief planters, observers of second
wur risk Insurance bureau of the treasclass, chief loaders, gun commanders
and gun pointers, $7 per month; enury department.
Following Is a comprehensive state- listed men of the field artillery—expert
ment of the system of pay of the army
first-class gunners, $5 per month; firstauthorized by the quartermaster gen- class gunners, $3 per month; and second-class gunners, $2 per month; en->ral:
The quartermaster general of the listed men of the cavalry, engineers
and Infantry—expert riflemen, $5 per
irmy, under the direction of the secremonth; sharpshooters, $3 per month;
tary of war, Is charged with the duty
jf providing for the payment of the ofenlisted men of the medical departficers, enlisted men, female nurses, Held ment
surgical assistants, $5 per
clerks, and civilian clerks of the quar- month; nurse (enlisted man), $3 per
termaster corps on duty at places other
month, and dispensary assistant, $2 per
than in the office of the quartermaster
month.
(3) Enlisted men of the signal corps,
general. Due to the lack of office buildwhile on duties which require them to
ings necessary to take cure of the Increased number of employees required
participate regularly In aero flights, asHis letter home may be composed
to carry on the business of the army at
suming that they have rating of aviaWashington, it has been necessary to tion mechanician, receive 50 per cent under these difficult conditions and In
a concealed “cranny” of this sort.
Increase In their monthly pay.
lease many privately owned buildings
for office purposes. The finance and
Housing and Subsistence.
iccounting division of the office of the
(4) All enlisted men, while on de- HE FINALLY GETS IN ARMY
tached doty not In the field where
luartermnster general Is charged with
the details of providing funds, and In- there are no army quarters available,
Colorado
Giant Who
Weighs 240
terior administration In connection
receive In addition to their pay $15 per
Pounds Finally Finds a Place
with the payment of the army, and Is
month to cover the expense of housing
in the Service.
low located in a large apartment house
and also a suitable allowance for subIt the corner of Fifteenth and M
sistence and for heat and light.
Denver. Colo.—After trying unsucStreets NW.
(5) Enlisted men. If serving In a for- cessfully to enlist in the aviation corps,
intricate and Liimcuii lain.
eign country or beyond the continental as a yeoman in the naval sendee, or
The- Intricate task of paying the of- limits of the United States (Porto
as a member of Uncle Sam’s “land sailficers and men of the United States Rico, Hawaii and Pgnama canal zone
marine
ors”—the
corps—William
irmy, made more difficult by the wide excepted) receive 20 per cent Increase
Llgyd Harbour, eighteen years old,
exjianslon of the pust six months. Is In pay computed on the base pay and
five feet eight Inches in height and
being satisfactorily accomplished. To service pay prevailing prior to June 1, weighing 240 pounds, was finally acmeet
the
to
prevent failure
monthly 1917, when an act of congress In- cepted as a chauffeur In the engineerCompensation of every man In the serv- creased, for the “term of the emering corps, and is now on his way to
ice, no matter where he may be lo- gency," the pay of all enlisted men In France.
the
amounts ranging from 50 per cent to
cated, liberal sums are furnished
The eighteen-year-old giant has a
various disbursing quartermasters In 8 per cent.
chest measurement of 40 inches, a 42
>rder promptly to meet the army pay
(6) Enlisted ti^n attached to the waist, wears a 7V4 hat, size 8 gloves
rolls with their extraordinary demands Cnlted States Military academy are enHarbour weighed 11
and 8Va shoe.
for funds.
titled to the same pay and allowances
pounds at birth, 156 when he was
The officers and enlisted men of the as other enlisted men of the regular
eleven years old and nearly 200 when
army are paid at the end of each army of the same grade and additional
he was fifteen.
month, or as soon thereafter as pos- compensation provided for performing
alble, by the disbursing officers of the certain duties upon detail therefor In o*o«o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o«o«
quartermaster corps. In cash or by
orders.
The Pay of Officers.
‘SMILAGE’ BOOKS WILL
check, at their stations or In the field.
If on duty In France they are paid In
Officers of the army are paid accord- o
CHEER THE SOLDIERS
French currency or by United States ing to rank held by them. A second o
•
checks, as officers and men may elect.
receives
Initial
lieutenant
$141.67
pay
Camp Devens, Ayer, Mass.— .
of
Enlisted
Men.
first
Pay
lieutenant, $166.67; • “Smlleage books" for the sol- O
per month;
The pay of enlisted men depends on captain. $200* major, $250; lieutenant
diers is the latest device for
,
their grades, ratings, and length of colonel, $291.67, and a colonel, $833213,
O making the man-in-khakl’s life as •
service. From June 1, 1917, and con- with an Increase of 10 per cent known
cheerful as possible while at •
tinuing during the term of the war the bb longevity pay for each period of
O
cantonment camps.
Pay of enlisted men Is as follows:
five years of service, provided that
•
“Smlleage books” are issued o
Men receiving $30: All privates, the such Increase shall not exceed 40 per O
by authorities in charge of camp
army entering grade.
cent
O amusements and are guaranteed •
Men receiving $33:
First-class priO
The pay of a brigadier general Is
to contain 100 good times for
vates, men promoted to act In minor $8,000 per year; major general, $8,000;
•
any recruit fortunate enough to O
noncommissioned officer capacity.
lieutenant general, $9,000, and a gen- ®
possess one, which will cost $5.
Men receiving $36: Corporals, sad- eral, $10,000.
These officers receive O
•
dlers, mechanics, farriers and wagon- no increuse for continuous service.
•o*o*o*o*o*o*o»o*o*o*o*o*o
ers, and musicians of the third class.
All officers are entitled to be furMen receiving $38: All sergeant nished public quarters, with fuel and
RETURNS AFTER TEN YEARS
grades In the line, which include Infan- light, but If these cannot be provided
try, field, artillery, coast artillery and the officers receive a commuted money Wanderer Comes Back to Old Home in
cavalry; cooks, horseshoers, band cor- value of the same. The allowance for
Army Uniform and Then Leaves
porals and musicians of the second quarters for a second lieutenant Is
for France.
class.
two rooms, or $24 per month; for a
Men receiving $44: Sergeants of the first lieutenant, three rooms or comChicago.—After ten years of wan'various corps of the engineers, ord- mutation of $30 per month; a captain,
dering, away from all communication
nance, signal corps, quartermaster four rooms or commutation of $48;
with his family, Howard Clarke, scion
corps and medical department; band major, five rooms or commutation of
of one of the oldest and most distinsergeants and musicians of the first $60; lieutenant colonel, six rooms or guished Chicago families, returned to
class.
commutation of $72; colonel, seven visit those he left behind for probably
Men receiving $48:
Battalion ser- rooms or commutation of $84; brigathe last time. He returned in the unigeant majors, squadron sergeant ma- dier general, eight rooms or commuta- form of a United States soldier. He Is
Jors, sergeant majors (Junior grade), tion of $96; major general, nine rooms now Capt. Howard Clarke, and after
sergeant buglers, master gunners and or commutation of $108; lieutenant
a few days here, left to rejoin his regiassistant band leaders of the line.
general, ten rooms or commutation of ment at a Pacific port, and his latest
Men receiving $31; Regimental ser- $120; and a general, eleven rooms or adventure will take him to the battleAll receive a
geant majors, regimental supply ser- commutation of $132.
fields of France.
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(Copyright, 1»17, by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
“Isu’t

It the time nnd

place that

story writers could use to start a
novel? Uere Is the water, the moon,
a lag, and a man and a girl—all at
their best.
Wouldn't It Inspire anyone?" Jessie Wilson, the girl, laughed
roguishly at the opportunity she had
opened for the man at her side.
••The lake is beautiful, with that
moon ray glimmering from away out
tn the night, and the girl, too, Is beautiful, If she will pardon me for saying
It; but the man doesn’t seem to fit into
this beauty,” Andrew Parson replied
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was decided.
He smiled a trifle, bnt the moon wns
behind a cloud and she could not see
him. “You’ll return next Monday, with
It all over,” he said when he epoke
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Copy of Wrapper.
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sum-

on earth to spend the sum-1
Will you be here?”
"No, I leave on Saturday.”
“You don’t seem to be a bit sorry,"
she pouted.
He watched her
“No, I am not.”
face closely, and chuckled lnwnrdly al
the pout on her lips. "For, you see, 1
am coming back a week from Saturday
to spend a two months’ vacation here,”
he continued.
“Won’t that be splendid I” she exclaimed, and her pleasure was apmer

«.

nem«rOp*urn.M<rphine^
Mineral. NotNahcqtK

%«;■

A girl at twenty wants
to have some fun, doesn’t she?”
“Twenty is very young.” he answered. “But. tell me, why don't you
want to teach?”
“Because I am not Intended for a
I just hate teaching and
teacher.
tenchers. There’s not one of them that
Is nice—no, not one I have met.” Her

nicest

1

m

now.

1 11 return to tne

the

There t^Proinotin^Di^ti*!
?!?$
Kjfr.i, i Cheerfulness ResiC»>titw>i

"Flow serious you are. If I didn’t
know men well I would think you
meant that, but you don’t, do you?”
she asked.
“Yes, all of It.” he answered. “But
let us talk of something else. You are
going away tomorrow, aren’t you?”
“Yes; back to the old city to write
I just hate school
on examinations.
and examinations! I would make mistakes on purpose if It wasn't for the
disgrace dad and mother would thlnlt
It. They want me to teach after I go
I’m
to normal, and I don’t want to.

twenty

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castcria

resort

mer.

rail

parent
The next morning he was nt the station to see her off and wish her luck.
“It will Just be luck that will get
“I do not know I
me through,” she said.
a thing about algebra, and am sure I'll
flunk. The algebra teacher Is a wretch
and I could never learn anything from
him.”
After the train pulled out Parsons
looked after It with a sigh. “I wonder
what she would think If she knew I
wns an algebra teacher?” he mused
“I wonder what she would think If sh«
knew I was going to mark the very
paper she Is afraid she will fall on
I won’t know which one Is hers,;
though, thanks to the number system."
For two days Andrew Parsons had
been marking algebra papers, and he
gave an ejaculation of thankfulness
when he started to mark the last on«
of the pile. No. 0, was the only means
Th«
of identification on the paper.
first solution was correct. It had been
correct on 98 per cent of the other papers. Not another answer was right
No. 0 was better at composition, h«
could tell that by the way the essay
commenced. It was a girl, he could
see by the writing.
She had chosen
the subject, “A Character Study In
Every-Day Life.” As he read, Andrew
became more and more Interested."
It was no wonder his cheeks burned
Such a hero-worshiping description ol
himself, told In such glowing, original
language, would make any man blush.
He read and reread It. There was nol
a fault to be found with It.
It wa«
the most wonderfil composition he had
ever read.
The last paragraph particularly abounded with praise and ended
with the words: "X perfect man—a
man any woman could worship!”
He undid the algebra bundle ones
more. No. 0 was right on top.
He reread the paper. Forty marks were requlred for a pass, and he had only
given her ten. Yes, the paper was
Worth forty marks, and he was very
glad he had reread It.
The summer was drawing near an
end—the most delightful summer Andrew Parsons had ever had. He was
waiting on the beach for Jessie. She
came skipping out of the hotel, flour«
lshlng a paper.
"Andy, the results are out, and 1
have passed I” she shouted as she
neared him.
She was wildly excited
when she Joined him. “I am so glad
for mother’s and dad’s sakes. I can't
see how I got through that
algebra.”
“Perhaps your composition helped,”
he suggested.
“What do you know about that composition?” she flashed, her cheeks
scarlet.
He had to confess.
“The Idea I” she gulped, as she burst
Into tears.
"To think you read that
last paragraph!"
“That paragraph made me the happiest man In the world, dear,” he said.
“Let us walk down the beach. I want
to tell you of a little plan 1 have that
will fix It so you won’t have to go to
normal school next term."
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Cans for Carrying Medicines.
To enable a physician to carry medicines without using the customary
case, a cane has been Invented in
which there Is a tubular metal slide to
hold vials.
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Butter

Paper Printed

At

The American Office
Best quality Red Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parchmeut paper, printed with especially-made butter paper ink to
comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the market; none better.

Price, including

paper and

500 sheets
1000

“

special printing:

pound size, $2.00; half-pound size, $1.75
“

“

“

3.00;

“

2.75

Plain printed butter paper, blank for name, pound size, 85 cents a
pound. Orders for four pounds or more sent postpaid; under four
pounds add 8c> pound for postage.

GET BUSY, BOYS AND GIRLS
EARN YOUR THRIFT STAMPS
The American will

give

a

Thrift Card and

Stamp for every new paid-in-advance yearly
subscription to The American, $1.50. If you
already have your Thrift Card, a Thrift
Stamp

will be sent.

subscriber

dress,

and

Write

plainly ; also
send,

name

your

and address of

own name

and

ad-

with money, to

THE

AMERICAN,
Ellsworth, Maine
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 20, ISIS.
Wnabingtoa reported last Wednesday that the sale of war savings
stamps and certificates had passed the
A daily average of
$50,000,000 mark.
$5,000,000 will soon be reachedHeatless Mondays will continue in
New England by special order of tbe
New England fuel administrator, but
a general order has been issued suspending them elsewhere. New England never does things half way. We
have had a good many heatless Mon-

days, and heatless other days, this

|

winter.

Congressman Peters Thursday telethe chairman of the Maine

graphed

committee on
public safety, as
follows: “I cannot too strongly urge
the importance of service at this time
by skilled workers on ships. Uuless
we get a large force across quickly it
The shipping in
may be too late.

sight is about half what is necessary.
Men able to work in the shipt irds
must decide between working tor ns
now at nig wages or ior the Germans
later for nothing.”
COUNTY GOSSIP.
The boys and girls of Hancock county’s
agricultural clubs learned with regret of
Mitchell
the resignation of Ralph P.
of Orono
engage

He

State leader.

as

resigns

to

educational work.

in

Capt. Arthur
Castine, has

yards

Conner,

B.

been

native of

a

appointed

marine

director of the U. S. army port of embarkation, Newport News, and has also
been elected
club of New

president of
York, both

Shipmasters’

the

distinct

bonois.

Maurice Lufkin, of West Brooklin, who
describes himself as sixteen years old,
five feet six and one-half inches tall and
weighing 137 pounds, and used to horses,
wants

job

a

Somebody

farm.

a

on

looking for just
Write to him.

such

young

a

is

man.

Ellsworth has wrested the honors from
Deer Isle for the oldest Red Cross member.
Capt. N. H. Means, aged ninety-three on
October 25 last, has been enrolled as a
member of the Red Cross.

Until

rollment,

Lufkin,

Mrs.

Hannah

his

en-

aged

Deer Die, was the oldest
member in the Hancock county chapter.

ninety-two,

of

NORTH LAMOLNE.
is

Carter

Gladys

viaiting

Somes

at

Sound.
Jack Christie and wife and Mrs. Jessie

Morray
day.

returned to

Philadelphia

Satur-

Forrest Richardson, who has spent the
winter in Danvers, Mass., was called home
to be examined for the draft, and passed
successfully, Feb. 18.
School closed

recently after

successful

a

taught by Mrs. Eunice Y'onng. Puin attendrnce: Henry Linacotl,
Elmer Linscott, Boyd Lanscott, and Les-

term

pils perfect
ter

Salisbury.

The death

belle,

on

Monday, Feb. 11,

of Isa-

widow of William

Austin, removes
good woman, who was laved and reall.
She
had
been in failing
spected by
health several months, tenderly cared for
by her son George, who is a professional
nurse.
Mrs. Austin was born iu Scotland
in 1862, and married for her first husband
a

Andrew Christie.

Of this union

six

chil-

were born, those living being Mrs.
Fred Davis of Waterville, Mrs. Jessie

dren

Murray of Philadelphia and Bar Harbor,
George of this town, John of Philadelphia
ana car

Harbor,

ana

Albert,

all

or

a bom

present at the funeral. Another son,
Charles, lost his life in a railroad acciwere

dent several years ago.

Her second

band, William Austin, she

was

hus-

married

to

years ago. She survived him four
years. She also has two grandchildren,
Mrs. Austin was a home-maker in every
aeven

aense

and

a

devoted mother.

wasrepaid by

Her devotion

her

children, who did all they
eonld for her happiness. Funeral services
were held at the home Wednesday, Rev. J.
"W. Tickle of Ellsworth officiating.
Feb. 16.
Y.
WEST TREMOOT.
O. A.

Mrs.

Tolman is in Bangor

on

business.

The

ladies’ aid

follows:

has elected

President,

vice-president,
tary, Mrs.

officers

as

Pomroy;
Tolman; secreMarshall; treasurer,

Mrs.

Allen

Mrs. O. A.

Edwin

Mrs. W. E. Dow.

Feb. 18.

wien

friends here

fortune,

him
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There is more Catarrh in this section of
the country than all other diseases put to.
to be
gather, and lor years it was supposed
incnruble. Doctors prescribed local remedies, and by constantly failing to cure with
local treatmeut, pronounced it incurable.
Catarrh is a local disease areally Influenced
by constitutional conditions and therefore
eqguires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Medicine, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney A Co., To'edo, Ohio, is a constitutional remedy, is taken internally and acta
through the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of
the system- One Hundred Dollars reward
it offered for any case that Hall’a Catarrh
Medicine falls to care. Send for circulars
and testimonials.
F. J. CHENS'* A OO., Toledo. Ohio.
Sold by Druggists. 76c.
Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

The Luckenbach's shots also fell short As the
submarine appeared to be closing in
the captain was told to put the stern
of the Luckenbach to her, which he
did. It was then that distress signal!
were sent out by wireless.

firing

at

long

range.

Shell Starts Fire Aboard.
The submarine closed in to abool
2,000 yards. Early in the battle a shot
from the submarine landed on the deck
forward on the port side and exploded
in the gun crew's quarters, starting a
fire which partially destroyed the
quarters and burned the effects of the
gun crew.
A shot landed near the stern and exploded, putting the after gun out ol
commission.
“At least 225 rounds were fired by
the submarine, out of which there
were only nine clean hits,” the commander reports. “Pieces of shell were
falling all around the deck. Two shots
landed on the port side forward, striking the oilers' room and putting a
large hole In the side; one landed on
the port side at the water line, hitting
the fresh water tank and destroying
most of the fresh water supply. Another landed In the petty officers’ messroom and exploded, putting, the ashhotst out of commission and bursting
the steam pipe, also wounding two
men, one mess boy and one fireman.
One shot passed through the weather
screen on the bridge and landed in the
cargo, exploding but not starting a
fire.
Pieces of shell hit V. Louther,
one of the armed guard, in three
places. One of the ship’s crew who
was carrying ammunition forward was
hit. Another shell exploded in the engine room, wounding the first and
third engineers and putting the engine
out of commission.
Bell, one of the
gun crew, was going up the forward
ladder carrying ammunition when the
shell that landed in the quartermaster's room exploded, the fumes from
the shell blinding him for about two
hours."
Would Never Surrender.
The distress calls were answered by
United States destroyer at 8:10. Tbe
destroyer was asked bow quickly it
could arrive at the scene.
“Two hours," was the reply. The
captain of the Luckenbach said: “Too
late. Look for boats."
“Don't surrender," came back the
message, and the Luckenbach replied:
“Never.”
At about 11 a. m. smoke—that of the
destroyer—was sighted on the horizon.
The Luckenbach was headed toward
the smoke. It was shortly after this
that the engines were temporarily put
out of commission by a shell. At about
11:30 the destroyer fired her first shot
at the submarine, which submerged
ten minutes later.
“The ship’s crew behaved creditably, no trouble being experienced In
getting them to pass ammunition,” the
Commander of the armed gnard re“The firemen stayed below.
ports.
Great praise Is due the armed guard
for the manner In which they performed their duty. The men stationed at
the guns rever flinched.
When the
after gun was put out of commission
the after pointers came to the forward
gun and relieved one another, as 187
rounds were fired out of the forward
a

gun.”
The destroyer stood by until the engines were repaired, which took about
two hours and a half, and then escorted tile Luckenbach te a convoy, which
was reached shoot ip.a

served.

edges remaining.

freshments

Watch Spokes of Wheels.
Keep watch on the spokes of the
wheels, especially if the car Is an old
one.
If spokes can be shaken, tighten
the bolts on the flanges of the hub. If
they are still loose, consult a wheelwright, as your life may be endangered by the breaking of a wheel.

sewing machines busy. Tboae
who have contributed sewing machines
for use are Miss Alice M. Cole, Mrs. L. P.
Cole, Mias Grace Moore and Mrs. William

The

war

Powerful Alarm Whistle.
An alarm whistle to be mounted on
an automobile cylinder valve cap Is
said to be about ten times as powerful
ns the type sounded by a cap exhaust.
CENTER.
Seth A. Harper of Battery C, 303d heavy
field artillery, Camp Devens, one of our

popular

moat

young men, ia borne from
Devena for a few daya. He speaks

Camp
highly

of the

military training.A reception was held Saturday evening at the
home of hie parents. Mr. and Mra. W. J.
Harper, where he and hia wife are staying
while he ia home.

Forty-five

popular at Camp Devens. Games were
played and delicious refreshments served.
A mosl delightful evening was spent.
Feb. 18.

Tkd.

rapidly,

on

goes

Seavey, ar.
Feb. 18.

it
k««i»ApolyW. (I.bou*
W. (

••«l*tw> on, w.,on and
1 Prairie Ntata IncuTmtm.
Aamca Htudm. Kllawortb. Ma.
Wootl

Saw

Lurvey

is

Bangor

in

for

a

few

days.

Harvey

Whitten

Waltham, Mass

returned

has

where he

from

been

has

em-

Friends of Miss Elizabeth Manchester
glad to know that abe is recovering
at the Paine hospital in Bangor, where
she was operated upon for appendicitis.
are

Manchester,

John

Merrill Haskell and

Fait,

Gordon

man

high.

Much credit is due Principal

Carter and the students for the excellent
A local orchestra furnished
program.

DEER ISLE.

Henry Morgan

in

Sedg-

home

Mrs. Alston Leland

spent last week in

Bir Harbor.
Miss Alma

Emery,

who

Bucksport teaching,
Miss Josephine Karst
spent several days last

been

has

in

high

Spralt
Carrie Colby spent

ot

home of Miss

Marjorie

Miss

day evening.

After

with

the game of hearts

Thelma JohnsoD.
their rcout
Scouts, with
L. Smith, cut and hauled
tor Andrew Haskell two cords ot wood,
one
afternoon last week. It was a very
kind and thoughtful act, and is much
appreciated by Mr. and Mrs. Haskell.
Feb. 18.
K.

Boy

The

master, Leon

SURRY.
Newton Clark has the german measles.
Kay Gray

recently spent
home with bis parents.

a

few

The Red Cross dance at East
week was a great success.

days

Surry

w

last

The

Joy Nevens of West Falmouth has
charge of the high school.
Surry lied Cross auxiliary will meet

ith

Mrs.

Feb.

Gerone

Young at Eaat 8urry

27.

Feb. 19.

L.

DEDHAM.
Mrs.

Miss Marcia

Burrill,

Miss Ethel

A

daughter

who has been

Feb. 18.

born
2.

prettily decorated

History.

ill, ia

last week

to

Mr. and Mrs.

(Madeline 8ylvia.)
B.

The

with

house

hearts

red, and refreshments
served in mystery boxes.
Feb. 18.

and
were

George Wbitehouse is in the hospital at Portland.
Miss Beulah Wight has gone to Bangor
to take a course in Shaw’s business colMrs.

genealogical columns of the Boston Transcript on Mondays
and Wednesdays make it one ot the most

Host

BANK

tiUntf®.
11TANTED-Old false teeth, dor,*t matter
if broken
I pay 92 to gt5 per art.
▼ f
Send by parcel post and receive cbeci hr •*turn tuaii.
F. Tib*. 4v3 N. Wolfe 8t.. B-aJUmore. Md.

iUgai l&miuh,
HT4TE

NORTH CASTINK.

Nancy Irish, who is past ninety,
week, and is confined
to her bed.
A.

ill turn last

entertainment

at

the

hall

Friday erening, Feb. 18. A large attendance appreciated the
pleasing program.
A lenten dance

STATE OF MAINE.
Supreme Judicial Court.
In Vacation.
Ellsworth. Feb. 30, a. cl. 1918.
Upon the foregoing libel, ordered: That
the libellant give notice to the said libellee to
appear before the Justice of Ov*r supreme
Judicial court, to be holden at Ellsworth,
within and for the county of Hancock, on the
fourth Tuesday of April a. d 191ft, by publishing an attested copy of said libel and this
order thereon, three weeks successively in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in
Ellsworth in nr couaty of Hancock, the last
publication to be thirty days at least prior
to the fourth Tuesday
of April next, that
he may there and then in our said court appear and answer to said libel.
asno W. Kino.
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true oopy of the libel and order of court

K. Dodge and wife recently came
Sandy Point by team, crossing on

Hancock

Sandy Point to West Penob-

scot.

Feb. 16.

Q.
WEST HANCOCK.

Mrs. Hollis Demmonds visited in Bangor
Mrs. Emma Y'oungof Surry
guest of Mra. G. B. Bridges.

waa a

followed.

recent

Friday. Pupils perfect in
Marguerite Graves and Leon

School closed
attendance:

NOTlCKjOr FOBKCLOHURE

BLUE HILL FA LIB.

Fred H.

Lo«g of Stonington.
WHEREAS
Hancock county. Maine, by bia

James and Hoy Hall have the mumps.
Mrs. B. H. Candage is improving but
ia still confined to her bed.
Miss

Dorothy

Chatto

is

having

mort-

gage deed dated the siti*«nth
ary a. d 1915, and recorded in

day of Februthe registry of
deeds for Hancock county, book 515, page
251, oenveyed to me, tiis undersigned, two
certain parcels of real estate situated ia
Biueblli In said county sod respectively
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Lot No. 1. Bound*don the north by land
of R. B. and P. D. Long: on the east by land
of F. D. Ix>ng; on the south by Main street:
on the west by land uew or formerly of LeBoy
B. Grtndle, with buddings thereon, being the
homestead of the hue M
H. Long. Ln East
Bluebill, and containing about one acre,
more or leas.
Lot No. 2. Bounded on north by land of
A. E. Long; on east by road leading to schoolhouse: on south, by land of P. I?. Long; oa
west by land of F.
D Long, with buiwinge
thereon, situssad on School street, so called,
in East BiuebBl, containing about owe sere,
mo e or less; and whereas tbe condition or
said mortgage has be n broken, now, therefore, by reus o of the breaeo of the condition
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and give this notice for that purpose.
Co a* E. Logo.
February 19, 1918.

three

weeks' vacation.

her

Carrie

sister,

Mrs.

Feb. 19.

recently

Chatto

visited

Annie Pease, at Urooklin.
Cbcmbu.

B1BCH HARBOH.
Mrs. Alton Bunker is in Portland visit,
ing her sister, Mrs. Hoy Stanley.
The many friends of James Dolen are
glad to see him out after his long illness.
was before the local board
Ellsworth Monday, and passed the re-

drover Smith
in

quired

medical examination.

Feb. 18.

Mrs.

C

BEAWALL.
La Count

is

William

home

from

Lake

^

COM MISSION REV NOTICE

Bllaworth. Me., FO. »,
Hancock

Joeie Mollings

Barnard,

__

Attest:—T. F. Masonry. Clerk.

M. M.M.

Feb. 18.

and

Mrs. Mildred

after seeing Mrs. Mollings’ son,
Morang, oft for the war rone, are

visiting thAr sister, Mrs.

Amos

Feb. 18.

Doliiver.
Tub.

Miss Zadie dray is home from Blnahilt.

Mrs. Lillian Wilson ia ill. Mrs. CanCapt. Oalvin W. Sprague, formerly of
of Penobscot ia with her.
valuable sources of this kind published. this
place and Btockton Springs, is in dage
Seven columns to a page, often the entire command of a transport carrying troops
Schools have closed two weeks earlier
reading matter ot the page devoted to this to Europe. Capt. Sprague la one of our than usual on account of fnel.
Feb. 18.
beat-known Maine captains. His many
X.
entrancing subject.—ddvi.

a.

d. 191*. I

ss.

'TIT'E. the undersigned, having been daly
ff
appointed by the Honorable Bertrand
E. Clark, judge of probate within and for said
county, commissioners to receive and desta*
upon tbs claims of the creditors of Wesley
H.
Lamotoe, ia
Cousins, late of
whose estate has been
county, deceased

represented insolvent, hereby

WEST SEDGWICK.

j

S

j

m.

thereon.;

Sinclair.

other

purposes.
The South Seal Cove school improvement
league, Gladys Uray, teacher, assisted by
the pupils of North Seal Core league,
an

are

Miss

an

MAINE.

N'ETTIK

Town

Mildred Wardwell and Mary Butler

OF

Hancock ss.
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court, ®e«t to be
held at
worth, within and for the couaty of Uancock
on the fourth Tu-aday of April, a. d 1918.
C. Cunningham of Btuehli: tn
aaid county,
rcspectfn ly represents,
that her maiden name was Nettle C. Astburv
that she
was lawfully married to Fret k
of
*»td
Cunningham
Hluebiil. at Bluehiil.on
the fourteenth day of .September, a. d. 1913. by
the Rev. Mr. Harwood; that they lived together a« husband and wife at said Bluehill
from the time of their aaid marriage until on
or about the first day of
April, a d. 19t«. that
your libellant has always conducted herself
towards her said husband as a faithful, true
and affectionate wife; that on or about the
first day of April, 1914. the libellee utterly
deserted your libellant without cause, and
went to parts
unknown to her, that »*id
utter desertion has continued for more than
three consecutive years next prior to the filing of said libel, since which time she has
never seen or beard from him or received
from him any support; that she has made
diMgent inquiry but has not been able to m
certain and doe* not know the residence of
the said libellee, and that said residence esn
not be ascertained by reasonable diligence
that there is no colluaion between the libellant and dbeliee to obtain a divorce- Wherefore she prays that a divorce may oe decreed
between her and her aaid husband and .hat
she may be allowed to resume her mai<'.ea
name, Nettie C. Aatbory.
NMTTIK C. CUNNINGHAM.
February 19. 19M.
Subscriber and sworn to before me this
nineteenth day uf February, a. d. 1918.
U. tv. Huauzy,
(L. 8.;
Notary Public.

Livonia Phillips who has been employed
Ellsworth, is now working for Mrs.
Charles Colewell at South Hancock.
Feb. 18.
C.

Capt. E. C. Harper of Rockland is
Herbert
operating on his lot here, getting out View.
for vessel masts and
material

sautngTdt.

BOOK No. 90)9 of the
parttnent ol Union Trus' Company of
Klisworth. Finder will please return, to I’jtiox
Tacer Company. Klisworth.

in

Mrs.

Friday evening a delightful party was
given at the borne of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
S. Beale by their daughter Lillian, it being
her thirteenth birthday. A feature of the
table decorations was a birthday cake on
which were thirteen lighted candles. Lillian received many gifts. Those present
Marie
were
Mitchell, Ruth Perkins,
Etbelyn Guilford, Annie Bowden, Christie
Bowden, Alma Perkins and Dorothy E.
Gnudle.
Feb. 16._L.

!

—

the week-end in Ban-

Harvard Carter has gone to Old

8.

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

gave

Family

musical program,

played. The

i

..

Ellsworth.

_

Bangor.

Ellery Gray, Feb.

Beck last Wednes-

A^VA/*

SKANKN,
(’hanrr for A*«vanrvmrtit
Frew
I U. 8- Shipping Board free navigation *choo$
at Portland trams seamen for officer*
berth*
In new Merchant Marine. Short cal to the
bridge. Two years’ sea experteore rr<|uire4
Native or naturalized citizens only. t.'uur*e
six week*.
Military Meraption
Appiv to
Keane A. Mi use st at school. Municipal Ri4r.
Portland, between i.So and & p. m.
Saturdays
* » a. m. to 11 noon.

to teach.

SEAL COVE.

McLaughlin spent
was

party at the

streamers of

J. T. Black is Ul.

better.

In

was

a

was

heart

lege.
at

Misb
taken

a

vA^

MEN wanted for Conductor* *n4
M.-tornsrn »or Htreet R
R
In and
outside of Boston. (Not for Boston Floated.
Inexperienced men taken; steady lob*.
at once and git In on this
Use Rhone- Enclose postage if answer is wanted by null.
L. P. (H»arn. 90 Main 8t., Bangor, M

last week.

use.

Bar Harbor

week

Jtycip WUmtA.
*V *V -V

-V

fTA"
• M

gor.

received the toboggans which
they ordered some lime ago, bat owing to
freight conditions they were delayed.
Since their arrival, the toboggans have
been in constant

)

positions.

DESERT FERK\
is home from

tbe ice from
of the

pupils

I

llfOMEN am!
girl* wanted for bett
hotel* in Maine. Waitresses. chain,
If
her maids, kitchen, dish, laundry, pastry sod
all-around cook*. (Ilrl* for housework Apply
at once and always to Maine Hotkl Aairwct
K> Mitn street, Bangor. Me., for reliable hotei

Dow is ill.

Laura

from

and

who is u
elae in the

woman
no one

worth. Me.

Saturday.

Galen

The graded schools have closed for four
Mrs. Clara Hubbard, teacher of
the intermediate grades, will go to her

Bucksport.

A

has

housekeeper flood
w *«r» sod a permanent poalnou for the
nrht
Address, Mia* M. A. Clark, Kl,*person

Xkxophon.
-1—

MT.

weeks.

The girls’ club gave

is home.

and
a

18._L.

school have

SALISBURY COVE.

—

business
HOU8KKKKPER
family d« sires capable

Anjlou, a trained nurse
who has been caring for C. J. Dunn, returned to Bangor Thursday.
Feb.

had

The teachers

whtee’

.tfnuab 5|tlp BKantrt).

Clarence Bunker, who baa been occupying Mra. Elizabeth Shaw's bouse, moved

wick last week.

borne in

Kl.intrfi.

(1

ill of german measles.

visited

or t*

OOD COOK. ,ldl,nt hona,k„p,r'jr
JT sires poa it ton in refined family
there are no children to care for
Bet
reference*. Address B, care AsitiCAR offlo*
BU* worth. Me.

Adelaide Dunn of Franklin, who
assisting in care of her
Carroll, left for her home last week.

aon

good music for the dance that followed.
1918.
Feb. 16.

Mrs.

Situation

Mrs.

Brown

ed the entertainment in the Neighborhood
house Feb. 12, under the auspices of Gil-

to let

WEST OOI LIWBORO.

George

left Thursday for Portland to
C. W.
attend the boys’ conference.
Brown accompanied them as leader.
A large and well-filled audience attend-

or

Four or five farms for sale
:«w
*>r particulars address H. B
Ellaworib, M«.

;
Ir^ARM*—

Lira.

situation here.

P.-ckham,

Frazier

TlirTft

anti
Buy
Stamp*.

JFor S-alt

Miss Blanche D.

ployed.

in

Inonlr/fS
M
1

Porii.uJ

has been in town

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

■

B1»»-

haw, en«ln«a. wood aawa and ...
\\rK frames
in aloe* at roaaorabl,
>>
nrlrir
-Thorwoikb Mamma Conran,.

F. L. Cole had part of a carload of good#
last week, which relieved the food

Feb. 18.

hi?1'

lav

Two

come

C.

frienda aud

Mr. Harper
acboolmatee were present.
epoke interestingly of the military training and sang some patriotic songs now

work

relief

ir,'.*6”"1

•««
IriM-ltr, prior
hill. Main,.

vear.

with four

Leslie

Protection for Tires.
To protect automobile tires from
the sun when a car is standing shades
operated on spring rollers, to be
mounted beneath fenders, have been
Invented.

were

BM*

Parc Baron M,v^ wrlnir,*

MEN MAIMED, SKIP AFIRE

oe

application

nua lc known on

WINS HARD FIGHT
WITH SUBMARINE

NEWS

I

of $'- pet

rate

COUNTY

Thrilling Report

H. Tires, Editor »nd Manager.

W.

good
Old Emperor Saw Clean?.
dipt. Sprague’s son Perry is in command
Tn 1878, wher France was recoverof a steamer in the foreign trade, and is
ing from the war of 1870-71, the GerCACTI NE.
now in an Airioan port.
man government, or at least the miliN.
Feb. 18.
NORMAL SCHOOL NOTES.
tary party, it was said, was proposing
The I. W. C. A. has purchased $28 worth
to crush her once more. When Pelane
EAST LAMOINE.
of yarn, which is being knit into sweaters,
became satisfied a- to the accuracy of
Mrs. Westfall who has been quite ill,
I tHe report, he published, on May 6,
wristlets and socks. The supply of yarn
"The efTect produced by was not sufficient for all who wished to is belter.
the story.
of Naval Gun the revelation
! Hchool closed Friday, taught by Mrs.
of the German plot was knit.
j
Mias Pauline Tldraarsfc has left school | Roy Smith.
and
universal
! Instantaneous.
proCrew’s Defense of Steamer
Both the Russian emperor to return with her mother to New York. ! Nelson, little son of Mr. and Mrs. George
j found.
Luckenbach.
and Queen Victoria appealed to the She will be greatly missed by the mem- Brown, >» seriously ill.
I German emperor to stay his hand. bers of the school and faculty in general,
Harry Graves, w bo has been in Boaton
The German emperor denied the truth and by the bosket-ball teom in particular. two week*, has returned, and is at George
of the queen's allegations, and a senThe following officers have been elected Gault’s.
tence in hlg letter Is worth recalling
for the graduating clam of 1918: PresiLoren so Kingman has built a camp near
today In the reign of his grandson: dent. Neal C. Merrill, Freeport; vice- the
Nutting mill at Blunt’s pood and
•No one is more thoroughly convinced president, Vera M. Chipman, Mil bridge;
moved his family there.
U. S. Destroyer Rushes to Rescue Just than the writer that 'he who
F.
Geneva
Winterprovokes secretary,
Thompson,
Tne bay is still sealed with ioe. Teams
as
Shell Cripples Enpines—
a war in Rurope will have the whole
port: treasurer, Jessie O. 8baw, Bridgecross from the coaling station to Salis^
Crew Fires 202 Shots to
of public opinion against him. and will water.
bury Cove, there are about twenty-five
accordingly have no ally, no neutrale
Foe’s 225.
Manager Harding and Coach Hall drove inches of ice.
blenvelllant. but, rather, adversaries.’** to
Bucksport Fridav morning with the
Feb. 18.
L.
basket*ball team. They report a grand
V
aington.—A detailed aceouat oi
No Use rtr It
good time, in spite of the fact that they
the four-hour battle on October 19
WEST SURRY.
Pat walked into the post office. went down to defeat at the hands of the
last between a German submarine and
Mrs. Cora Grindlc is ill.
After getting into the telephone box
the American steamer J. L. Luckenseminary five. The E. M. C. 8. girls fed
he called a wrong number. As there and delightfully entertained the normal
James Grindte and family of Wseat
bach has been furnished to the navy
was no such number the switch atgiria, and seemed willing to give them Ellsworth, are the guests of Mr. Grtndle’a
department by the commander of the
Pat
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Urindle.
answer him.
everything except the game. At the end of parents.
naval guard on the Luckenbach, which tendant did uot
but received no an- the first ten minutes cf pity’ with the score
George W. Cooary of Lamoine, who
reached port, although hit several shouted again,
E. 8. N. 8. 3 and B. M. C. 8. 1 an injury to works at
the Bayside mill, spent the
times by shells. The submarine fired swer.
The lady of the post office opened
Lovejoy made it necessary to change the week-end with his cooain, Mrs. R. B.
225 shots and the Luckenbach 2U2. In
told him to shout a lit- E. 8. N. ». line-up and plan of attacks. Leach.
the midst of the battle wireless dis- the door and
tle louder. wWIch he did, but still no The score remained unchanged at the end
tress calls sent out by the Luckenbach
Relatives of Mrs. Alvin Grindle of Ellsanswer.
of the naif, but the Bucksport giria in the worth are glad to hear she has returned
were picked up by an American dehe would require to second half succeeded tying the score,
she
said
Again
from Bangor hospital, much improved in
stroyer. which replied that it would
Miss Love*
and in finally winning 9 to 6.
health.
take two hours to reach the scene, and speak louder.
Pat
at this and turning joy was not seriously injured, but the
got
angry
Feb. 18.
advised the steamer not to surrender.
L.
said:
coacb decided it unwise for her to return
Two hours and twenty minutes later to the lady
If
I
could
shout
loudWEST
EDEN.
“Begorra,
any
to
the
game.
the destroyer had arrived close enough
er I wouldn’t use your bloomin’ ould
R.
Feb. 18.
W. Dexter Swaaey has gone to Bar Harto fire its first shot at the submarine,
nt
all!”—Tit-Bits.
bor to work.
which submerged ten minutes later telephone
PROSPECT HARBOR.
and disappeared.
G. W. Mayo, who has been in Athol,
Harmless Vanity.
Byron >3. Moore has returned from a M«w., two months is home.
Tne report received by tne navy ae |
“I noticed your neighbor had a rathtrip to New York and Boston.
partment says that at 7:30 a. m. the ] er condescending air when
Mrs. Judith Kittredge, who has been in
addressing
a
steamer !
Luckenbach
Miss Wilhelmenia Stewart celebrated -West
rejtorted
Somerville, Maas., with her daughyou.”
her birthday Feb. 11, w ith a party.
abeam. The commander of the armed
ter, this winter, came home this week.
“Oh, I don't mind that.” replied Mr.
one
her
himself
about
sighted
guard
Ernest S. Rice has been confined to the
Johann. “I have to get downtown In
Capt. W. W. Lent, who recently repoint forward of the port beam. While the morning an hour earlier than be house for a few days by an attack of
ported at the Charlestown navy yard, has
steamer
he
was
the
scrutinizing
does and he 1ms an Idea that makes sciatica.
returned to hia duties as captain of the
through the glass a sail appeared on him my social superior."
Stephen C. Cole and wife are receiving Cherokee.
her. Both of the Luckenbach's guns
Fab. 18.
congratulations upon the birth of a sou,
M
were trained on the vessel. The guard
born Feb. 11.
Tire
Cuts.
Repairing
commander then went aloft to obtain
NORTH
BROOK LIN.
James O. Sproul of Cherry field spent the
Tread-cut repairs are apt to loosen
When he was half way
a better view.
Oil har‘ne Roberts of Wesley is visiting
when the area to be repaired Is not week-end with Mrs. Sproul (nee Mias
up, thfe vessel, non discovered to be a
her aunt, Mrs. George Pervear.
Alta Grant) at L. P. Cole’s.
overand
the
thoroughly roughened
submarine, opened fire.
Elmer Pervear came home Tuesday from
Halcyon assembly of Pythian Sisters
The Luckenbach immediately re- flow of new stock Is not removed.
Washington county.
plied with both guns. The first two Take a piece of emery paper and held its installation Friday evening, with
sand off the repair until It is flush Mrs. Alice Joy Palmer installing officer.
H. D. Dow and Lewis Candage are buildor three shots fired by the submarine
fell about 2.000
short. She was with the tread surface, with no loose The brother knights were guests. Re- ing a 22-foot power boat for Charles Per-

give

peWM

notice agreeably to the order of the said Judge
of probate, that si* months from sod sfter
February 12. 1918, have been allowed to said
creditors to present and prove their clsirna
and that we will attend to the duty assigned
us attheoflloeof Peters dt Crabtree in
worth, Me on Saturday. March It, 1918.
on Thuredajr. August 8, 1918, at ten of the
clock lo the forenoon of each of said days
Hasiv L- CasaTasc.
Edmomp J- Wawsa,

Commissioners.

|

COUNTY

NEWS

NORTH SULLIVAN.
Nora Butler left for Portland Tuesday,
Hollis Watson and wife left for North
jty Wednedsday.
George Jellison, who has been very ill
of measles, is slowly recovering.

j

Even Oleomargarine Is Now Being Manufactured in Norway
From Fish Oil.

Mrs. Ada Williams, who recently underwent an oper.tlon at the E. M. G. hosat home, and improving daily.
H. Hooper and Everett Jellison, who
are employed at North Jay, were home a
few days, returning to North J«y ^Monday,
Mrs. William Bruce died Keb. 8, at an
advanced age. She had been failing in
health for some time, and was kindly
cared for by Mrs. Peter McKenzie, who
did everything possible to make her last
Mrs. Bruce
days comfortable and happy.
was a native of Bcotland, but came to this
country many years ago. She was liked
and respected by all.

pital, is

wss

the

scene

of

Miss Grace

Cunningham

is

Wardweti and

boarding
attending

Clark high school.
The many friends of Mrs. Kuth Leach
will be glad to know she is able to sit up
a part of the time, after a
long illness.
;
The senior class of Clark high school
will present uThe Deacon’s Second Wife”
at the town ball Friday evening, Feb. 22.

The fire which

H. E. Perkins, who is at West Brookswinter looking after bis lumber business, spent Saturday night her
with his mother, Mrs. H. C. Perkins.

and water to

:

a social at town ball Tuesday
evening, which was a success in every
A pleasing program was carried
way.

Ice-cream
Feb. 18.

was

sold.

stock in

We have made

storehouse.

our

&o we are

going

to give the

a

smoke

settlement with

public the advantage

of it.

stock also.

Some of our

-A FEW OF THE PRICES-

Wood locke.

1SLESFOKD.

National Springs, all sizes, worth $6,
Woven Wire
Springs, all sizes,
worth $4,

Roland Sprague, of the S. C. 262, is at
home ill of grip.

pretty wedding Monday evening
o'clock, when Miss Florence Hysom of
Irving Spurting was summoned to EllsWest Sullivan became the wife of Penrose
worth on Tuesday for examination.
66th
Harrison MacKinnon,
Battery C. F.
The ice was cleared from the harbor last
A.. Woodstock, N. B.
The bridal party
week, but Monday morning it was filled
the
church
entered
to the strains o! the
again with drift ice.
wedding march
played by Mrs. H. H.
The little daughter of Chester and Lena
The bride was with her father,
Havey.
O. J. Hysom, who gave her sway.
The
Sawyer died last week at the Bar Harbor
bridesmaid was Miss Marjorie D. Liscornh
hospital. The body was carried to Bass
causes.
Harbor for burial.
of Bar Harbor, and the best man was B. j
The net result Is thut In the search
Morton Havey of West Sullivan.
Mrs. j
Relatives of Thomas Y. King of Walfor new oils and fats, and Indeed for
E. W. Ashe wss matron of honor and Mr. *
tham, Mass., were sorry to learn of the
new uses of fish as a substitute for
and Mrs. Arthur Abel stood with the
death of his wife Abbie, who bus been in
meat. Important progress hns been
couple. The ceremony wss performed by mode. Some recent
health for several months.
sug- poor
developments
Kev. G. P. .Sparks, the single ring service
Feb. 18.
8.
that the seus are altogether
gest
t*eiog used.
In coming generations to take the place
The bride was becomingly attired in a
NORTH BLUEHILL.
of the great ranges of the Americas
coat dress of Copenhagen
taffeta with I
Arthur E. Wescott, who has been ill
and Australia for the production of
white furs, and carried a bouquet of white
three weeks, is better.
some Important food articles.
bride-roses. The groom wore the khaki
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Harriman are visit- j
Butter
Substitute
From
Fish.
uniform of ihe Canadian army.
The
The announcement recently from ing Mrs. Ham man’s mother, Mrs. Fred L. j
bridesmaid wore a pretty suit of CopenNorway that a satisfactory substitute j Candage.
hagen and carried a bouquet of pinks,
The first two boys to enlist from here ;
and the best man wore his uniform of j for oleomargarine hud been produced ;
the U. S. C. patrol. The matron of honor j from fish oils, while It was regarded are Charles Moon and Homes Emerton.
as extremely important. Is in fact only
They enlisted as oilers, and will leave for
was
gowned.) in a navv taffeta.
Earl;
one evidence
of this Increasing de- Virginia soon. They have been employed
Gordon and Eugene Ashe were ushers.
The bride is one of West Sullivan’s
pendency of the world upon the seas' in Massachusetts three years, and enlisted
sources of supply for various neces- there.
most popular and.patented young ladirs
D.
Feb. 18.
saries.
Now it Is asserted that the
and has a host of friends. Tne groom is
denizens of the deep waters arc presa young man of exemplary character, and
BAYSIDE.
is popular in his home town. The church
ently going to be put under contribution for a variety of new foods and
was
with*
prettily decorated
green
Capt. Ernest Kay and Adelbert Patten
branches and flags.
substitutes for leather In many uses.
are at home.
abort reception
A
was
held at the
The subjugation of the sea is not
W. G Bowden is visiting his sister, Mrs.
churcb, and another at the home of the
the only great step that men are con- Abram Duffy, at Bluehill.
bride, for tbe relatives and most intimate
toward
a
more
effective
templating
Francis U. Murch is visiting his parTbe presents were many and
friends.
utilization of nature's bounty.
The
ents, M. H. Murch and wife.
The wedding cake was made
beautiful.
tropics are going to be developed, after
Feb. 18.
C. A. C.
and donated to tbe bridal couple by Mrs.
this war, at a rate never before ImaEdith Abel.
gined. unless all signs fall. Not only
Mr. and Mrs. MacKinnon.will return to
are the governments preparing to give
BORN.
Woodstock, N. B., at the close of his six more systematic and scientific encourdays’ furlough, where he will join his
agement to proper colonial develop- ASTBUKY—At Bluehill, Feb 17, to Mr
and Mrs Richard L Astbury, a daughter.
Mrs. MacKinnon will remain
ment in the tropical areas but the colbattery.
Bluehill, Feb 10, to Mr and
with her busbaud until he receives orders
onizing spirit has been receiving a MELLO—At
Mrs Manuel Mello, a daughter.
for overseas service, and will then return
great revival. One hears soldiers from MOON At
Hancock, Feb 11, to Mr and
to the home of her parents for an indefevery army. Englishmen, Scotchmen,
Mrs Leroy H Moon, a daughter.
inite period.
All extend best wishes to
Frenchmen. Italians and. It Is said,
tbe happy couple.
German prisoners, talking of the posMARRIED.
Feb. 18.
H.
sibilities of South America, Africa,
the Pacific Islands, In fact, the whole
ASHVILLE.
BLAI3DELL
HOLLINGWORTH
At
great undeveloped empires of the
Franklin, Feb 9, by Kev Charles W
Miss Grace Lindsey,»who has been emworld.
Miss
Maude
of
Harriet
Blaisdell
Lowell,
ployed in Bangor, is at home.
Franklin to William G Hollingworth of
Price Will Be Higher.
Hpringfield, Mass.
Philip Martin will lead the C. E.
In Norway milk and butter supplies
JON EH-At Foxcroft, Feb 14, by
society 'Feb. 21. Topic, “The Cross in are very short, but the Morgenblatt GOULD
Rev John H Wilkins, Mibs Mona Jennie
Asia.”
announces that the problem of a sub- j
Gould of Foxcroft to Walter H Jones of
Rev. Mr. Sparks
Bucksport.
preached a helpful stltute for oleomargarine has been
At West Hulli- :
HYHOM-MacKINNON
sermon Sunday, and also spoke touchingly
solved and that the Norwegian oleovan, Feb 18, by Kev G P Sparks, Miss
Of Sgt. Ralph
Robertson,
who, died margarine could be made of purely
Florence Hysom of West Sullivan to
Psomewhcre in France" Feb. 3.
Penrose Harrison MacKinnon of WoodNorwegian materials without the adstock, N B.
mixture of foreign vegetable oils,
Miss Ora‘Leighton, |who 2i*.£employed
which experts had declared to be es- YOUNG-BEAN-At Bangor, Feb 12, by
at Franklin, and Mies] Evelyn Leighton,
Kev Alva Koy Scott, Misb Natalie Cobb
who is employed at Sullivan Center, are
sential.
Young of Trenton to Earl Drummond
The discovery Is due to the research- !
Bean, 145th ambulance corps, Ohio navisiting their mother, Mrs.
Fanny
tional guard.
Hr.
es of a committee appointed by
Leighton.
Vlk, the minister of supply. For the
The women of Ashville who are so inthe Vera fat refinery will
DIED.
dustriously working for^tbe 'Red Cross, present
manufacture the article, and It Is asreceived a gift of twenty pounds of yarn
serted that the factory will be able to ADAMS—At North Brooksville, Feb 14,
from Mrs. Shepard of New York recently.
Mrs Bessie Adains, aged 56 years.
meet the requirements of the whole
Mrs. William J. Schieffelin recently sent
BREWER—At Bar Haroor, Feb 12, Chesneedles, so there is nothing needed now country.
ter Brewer, aged 62 years.
The secret Is the use of different
but the assistance of all to knit the socks
CLARK—At West Franklin, Feb 17, WesIs
there
kinds of fish oil, of which
aud ] sweaters.
and Mrs.
Mrs. Shepard
ton B Clark, aged 56 years, 7 months, 20
Schieffelin are very'helpful in all the good
days.
plenty on hand, both of whale and
undertakings of this place, and their help other fish. The price will be slightly DWYER—At Bucksport, Feb 13, Mrs
Ellen Dwyer, aged 82 years.
is much appreciated. The club will meet
higher thun the former oleomargarine,
Mrs Ada
ftt the home of Mrs. E. A. Hauua Wedbecause there Is a duty on fish oils FRINK—At Stonington, Feb 13,
A Frink, aged 70 years, 8 months, 18
higher than that on the vegetable oils
nesday, Feb. 20.
days.
Feb. 18.
Fuckbk.
previously used.
GARLAND—At Bucksport, Feb 12, Luther
y
M Garland of Olis, aged 78 years, 8
A representative of the Morgenblatt
months, 22 days.
UOTT’8 ISLAND.
has been given the opportunity of tastGOOG1N8—At
Cambridge, Mass, Feb 12,
Frank Babbulgo ia ill of sciatica.
ing the new product and asserts that
Otis C Googins of East Lamoine, aged
Is equal to
It
and
In
flavor
uppearance
66 yearB.
The schoolchildren will give a concert
the best oleomargarine. It Is expected HAMOR—At West Eden, Feb 8, El well 8
Washington’s birthday.
soon
as
a
as
market
supthe
Hamor, aged 62 years, 11 montns.
on
to be
Charles W. Uott, who has been employed
HIGGINS—At Gardiner, Feb 14, Harold F
ply can be manufactured.
st Katshdin Iron Works, is home.
Higgins, formerly of Ellsworth, aged
22 years, 9 months.
Friends of Decatur Qott of McKinley
Prices Soar in England.
North Penobscot, Feb 16,
Whisky
HUTCHINS-At
are saddened
by his death. Hejwaa a naFannie, wife of Joseph M Hutchins.
London.—Three years ago a bottle
tive of this island, and has three sisters
about twenty- JOHNSON—At Surry, Feb 14, Mrs Lucy A
here—Mrs. Susan Babbidge, Mrs. Nellie of whisky containing
Johnson, aged 82 years, 11 months.
eight ounces could be purchased for SEEKINH-At Stonington, Feb 14, Mrs
Joyce and Mrs. Rose Driscoll.
the
proas
government
but
84 cents,
Lena M Seekins, aged 46 years, 3 months,
Feb. 18.
Mrs. Chips Jr.
hibited the distilling of whisky and the
23 days.
of
three
under
years
SMITH- At Bucksport, Feb 13, Roy E
vending of spirits
that time been
Smith, aged 27 years, 10 months, 29 days.
Sbbmtarmtnts.
age, the price has since
Feb
14,
steadily rising. Where supplies are WHITMORE —At Ellsworth,65 years, 11
Charles Whitmore, aged
still available the price has ranged
mouths.
between $2.60 and $5.
at 7

We will include

church held

out.

our

Bijou Theatre did some damage by

the

destroyed

the insurance company

The ladies’aid society of the Methoditt

London.—The world’s supply of oils
and fats is going to be derived In rapidly Increasing meusure hereafter from
the seas.
This Is the conclusion to
which Investigators of this problem,
which was one of the first to become
acute after the war started, have
brought themselves.
The problem indeed was beginning
to be a real one before the war started. The production of live stock for
a long time had not been keeping pace
with the world’s requirements. This
has been In considerable part because
of the increasing number of peoples
that are requiring more and more meat
In their diet, and partly from other

SALE!-

-

ville for the

Utilization of Nature.

H.

a

SMOKE AND WATER

Mr. and Mrs. Kay Ward well of Harborwere week-end guests of 8. F. Ward-

with Mrs. Edna

Subjugation of the Sea Not the Only
Important Step Being Contemplated Toward More Effective

Hysom-MacKinnon Wkddino.
Methodist church

Sunday.

well and wife.

TROPICS TO BE DEVELOPED

L.

The

spent the week-end
with Capt. and Mrs. C. M. Perkins.
Miss Clara Hubbard of Bucksport was
the guest of Miss Ethel Hutchins over

side

David Bruce of Newport was called here
by the death of bia mother.

Feb. 18.

SEA TO MAKE UP I
SHORTAGE IN FATS

flb&crtttfdn.ne

PENOBSCOT.
Mrs. Annie Davis

Two Hoosier Cabinets, worth

$3.25

$1.98
$15.00

$32.50,

Some mattresses, mostly small sizes, cot
beds, bed couches, skirt boards, bread boards,
ironing tables, cloth dryers, kitchen tables.

llk|ly

THESE GOODS ARE DAMAGED
VERY LITTLE.

COME EARLY

AND GET YOURS.

j

j

morning, Feb. 21

Sale starts Thursday

1

Quality Store”

“The

HARRY C. AUSTIN & CO.
ELLSWORTH, MAINE

—

NUX, IRON, PEPSIN

AND SARSAPARILLA
The

combination of two great
medicines, Hood’s Sarsaparilla and
Peptiron, by taking them in conjunction, one before eating and the other
after, brings into co-operation the
above-named substances, best for the
blood, nerves and digestivo organs.
This combination is especially
recommended in cases that are
scrofulous, or rheumatic, anemic and
nervous, or where the blood Is both
impure and pale, deficient in Iron
one of tho most common disease
conditions of the present day.
In cases where a laxative is needed,
Hood’s Pills should bo taken. They
work in perfect harmony with Hood’s
Sarsaparilla and Peptiron, and are
mild and efficient.
—
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j; NEGRO PLANS BUSY LAST ;j
14 MINUTES INTRENCH ::
::
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Camp Funston, Kan.—A big
Fornegro of the Three Hundred
the
ty-ninth supply train of
Ninety-second (negro) division,
stationed here, was told that 14
minutes la the average time of a

jJ
,,

CAK1> OF THANKS.
wish to express our heartfelt thanks
to the kind friends and neighbors for
the great kindnesses shown us in our recent
bereavement.
Joseph M. Hitchinb.
Mb. and Mas. Raymond Hutchins.
Mr. and Mas. A. M. McKusica.
Ma. and Mas. Rbubkn Dkvbkbux.
Mb. and Mas. Chandlkb Hutchins.
Mias Chbystal Hutchins.
North Penobscot, Feb. 19, 1918.

WE

JJ

JJ

a «
man in the trenches, handling
machine gun.
“Ah'm goln’ to pray de fqst <
two," he said, “put dem Germans J
outen de way de next fo’, spen' <
fo' mo’ In gettin' de kaiser and J
den spend the last fo' In getting j
the goat of de crown prince."
J
..!

atfierUMiunu*.

•

>

[
>

|
>

[
»

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer in

High Grade Granite and Marble
Monuments, Tablets and Markers

NEWS

COUNTY

He lived

Amherst.

death,

wife’s
went

to live

seven

with

here

until bis

of Steuben

are

Mr. and Mrs. Enos Tracy
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Young.
Mrs. Georgia Young and son Theodore
went to Corea Saturday for an extended

the

family

who is

Mrs. George Stanley,
the winter at Mllbridge, was the
Mrs. Leroy Spnrling last week.

Bpending
guest of

lot in the

spring.

In Effect

Feb. 16.

Davis.

Jan. 20, 1918.
BAR HARBOR

SARGENTVILLE.

visit with relatives.

Agnes Ksne has closed
school at Brooklin, and is at home.
Miss

C.

her

Edward Dickens has moved his family
Goodwin’s Siding, to the camp preand
viously occupied by Kenneth Tracy

Brooksville.

family.

employed.

Herbert Young and Elisha Young were
called to Ellsworth Wednesday for examination. Joe Mathews, who was called
last week, was not accepted.
The members of Mrs. MacDonald’s
class met at her home Wednesday evening
and elected officers as follows: Dorothy
Joy, president; Alice Handy, vice-presVida
ident; Hildred Tracy, secretary;
Geneva
Moore, treasurer; Kuby Kidder,
and Lewis Kidder, social com-

work.

L. F. 8.

Feb. 18.
EAST 8URKY.

PenobHarvey Treworgy is visiting in
scot.
Leon Swett is

Bpending

a

is

at

Portsmouth, N. H., where
Mrs. Clara M.

Clapp,

home

from

he has

been

who has been

vis-

iting at North Sedgwick, is with
daughter, Mrs. Fred J. Sargent.

her

Cole has gone to her

Harriette

Sedgwick.

home in

Mrs. Rose Henderson is

spending

a

few

weeks with her

parents at South Bluehill.
MissTillie Gray of West Sedgwick is
with Mrs. H. W. Sargent for a few weeks.
Feb. 18.
Sim.

is home from H. C. I.,
closed for a few weeks,

having
owing to scarcity of water.
Mrs. C. C. Johnson of Machiasport died
school

14, at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
E. E. Swett, after a painful illness of several months. She leaves an aged husband,
three daughters, Mrs. Fred Peterson and
Mrs. N. P. Foster of Malden, Mass., and
Mrs. Swett, and one son, Leonard, of
Machiasport The funeral was held at the
home of her daughter Sunday, Kev. E. 8.
Gahan officiating. The body was taken
Feb.

for

Machiasport
pathy is extended

to

burial.

the

Much sym-

family.
Dalt.

Feb. 18.
—

OTIS.

Lyman Salisbury and wife have returned
to Holden.
Howard Moore, the mail carrier on the
: long R. F. D. route from Ellsworth Falls,
is overcoming the worst conditions that
could poesibfy exist on the reads, and has
not missed a trip. He deserves credit.
Word has been received of the death ol
Luther M. Garland on Feb. 12, at the age
of seventy-eight years and eight months.
Mr. Garland was twioe married, his first
wife being Mary A. Carr of Mariaville, anc
his aeoond wife Marantha Hadley oi

Nicolin.fll

30
36
39
47
08
10
15
28

f5 35
5
5
f5
6
6
6

42.

46

54
15
22
27
f6 40
6 49

..

Green Lake. 11 37
Phillips Lake.
fll 44 f6 56
McKenzies. f6 58
Holden
11 51
7 04
Brewer June.. 12 10
7 24
Bangor.ar .(12 15 f7 8fl.
Portland.ar.
Boston via
Portsmouth ar.
Boston via.
Dover ar.

PM
f5 55

(9 20

PM
*1 05
am
*4 45
am

_

11 00.

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Boston via
pm
am
Portsmouth lv
*9 00
Boston via
Dover lv. (8 00
...

ELLSWORTH

MARKETS.

A

Following

are

retail

prices in Ellsworth

48
60
28
30

|103$12

VEGETABLES.

pk.

45
05
04
06

Cabbage, lb.
Beets, lb.
Onions, lb
Carrots, !b

02

Squash, tb.
Turnips, &.
Pumpkins, each.

...

Bananas.
A

30 45
25&60
35

t7
(8
(8

40
10.
45 re 06.
AM
PM

f Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
Daily. Sundays included, t Daily, except
Sunday.
Dana c. douglass,
General Manager.
M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
Portland, Maine.
•

FEW STAPLES.

Sugar, granulated, tb.
powdered.
yellow.
Cane sugar syrup, qt.

10

14
10
25

Coffee, fl>.
Tea, lb.

21335

gal.

75*90

Molasses,

Sullivan.
Sorrento.
Bar Harbor-■ ar.

06

02
10

/

FRUIT.

Lemons, doz
Oranges,doz....

40 g 80

MEATS AND PROVISIONS.
roasts fi>

steak lb..
Veal, lb.
Lamb, tb.
Hams
..

Bacon.....f.

Salt

M

30
t3 10.
June.
5 87
8 18
Holden.
5 57 3 35
McKenzies. fB 02.
Phillips Lake. fB 04 f8 41
Green Lake.
6 13
3 49
Nicolin. f6 22 f3 57
Ellsworth Falls.
6 34
4 09
Ellsworth
6 41
4 14.
Wash’gt’n June. 6 55 4 27
Franklin Road. f7 03 f4 36
Hancock.
7 11
4 44
7 14
4 47
Waukeag, S Fy.
Mt Desert Fy..
7 20 (4 66
Brewer

Fresh eggs, doz.
Fowl, lb.
Chickens, lb.
Hay, loose, ton.

..

00

Bangor.lv. t5

Dairy butter, lb.

Beef,

....

M

Portland.lv.(12 25 t7
p

to-day:

Potatoes,

Lloyd Treworgy

Hancock. 10
Franklin Road. 10
Wash’gt’n June. 11
Ellsworth.. 11
Ellsworth Falls..
fll

..

Miss

few weeks with

wife.
parents, Frank Swett and

..

Mt Desert

Fy.HO
Waukeag, S Fy. 10

Benjamin C. Sargent

COUNTRY PRODUCE.

H. Wasson is ill.

BANGOR.

Harbor.. 1 ...

..

Leighton

Bernice
mittee; Vera Whitaker and
were
Stevens, fluance committee. Plans
made for raising funds for Ked Cross

TO

A
M
P M
I
I
945 (420.
Sorrento.!.. 4 55

Bar

Sullivan.

Miss Ella Condon has returned to South

to

his

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Drew, at South Orrington. The
body will be brought here for burial in

Lettie

gouldsboko.

George

attorn usemwwi

last

years a^o, when he
his only child, Mrs.

pork, b.

Lard, lb.
FLOUR, FEED AND GRAIN.

AUTOMOBILE
STORAGE

BATTERIES

REPAIRED

RECHARGED

Batteries stored and given
proper care through winter
A. P. ROYAL,
68 8TATE 8T.
Next to Court

25

388
25s50
20g88
25 *40
40
45050
85
34

House,

Ellsworth

PtaftBBumai Catos.

ALICE

H.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OP

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Flour, bbl.
$12 00
Union Safe Deposit A Trust Co., of PortAgent
4 20
Corn, bag (wnole, cracked or meal,)
«nd, for furulsbiug Probate and Surety Rood
Shorts. $2 603$2 70
Agent Oliver Typewriter! typewriter supplies
Mixed feed and middlings.
$2 80 ft$8 60 Cor. Main and Water St*,
(over Moose's Drug
I
2 76 1
Oeta, bag,*4 bn.....
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

Alton ukvjss*.

SAVED FROM
KIDNEY TROUBLE
Mr. Henry Deter, of Troy,
Now Appreciates The Powers Of

I

of ruins, with a few tall chimstill standing among the debris.
Gorltz Itself was under the rain of
terrific bombardment, for the full force
of the great offensive was now only a
few hours off.
And yet with the Imminent danger
many persons still clung to their homes
and belongings with that same tenacity
which makes the Vesuvius peasants
cling to the mountainside when Ihe volcano Is raglug and threatening to bury
them.
But most of these people on
the streets arc the poor who could not
get away and the small shopkeepers
who cannot afford to abandon their
goods. The big stores are all closed
and the place has an air of a deserted
masses

Shell-BatCorrespondent
tered City Just Before the

.■■■'..-«

:--

GORITZ TORN TO
PIECES IN LAST j
GERMAN DRIVE
Sees

“FRUIT-A-TIVES”

WLmrc*,..,,

neys

Italians Retreated.

PAINTS PICTURE OF RUIN
Newspaper Men Have Narrow Escape
Battle—
as They Watch Artillery
Outlines of City Still There,
but It Is a City Sieved by
Bombardment.

Headquarters of the Italian Army, i city, with only a rew stragglers nnngn
symbol. | lug up the rear. Gorltt had 30,000
j Northern Italy.—Goritz Is
'On to Goritz 1" was the cry of the j people, but only 5.000 are left, and
as
they these make only a scattered showing
j Juke of Aosta’s soldiers
<
pressed through the little town of I.u- j In the wide main street fringed on
Hnleo a few months ago, fighting their j either side with Its shell-torn fronts. It
way down to the Isonzo river, then ; was raining hard and this added to the
across the western bridge leading to j lugubrious spectacle.
Entering the city we passed the exj [he city, when the cry changed to “Go-

MR, HENRY OATER

Mr.Dater is a firm friend of “Fruit-atives”. He believes in the healing and
restoring powers of these wonderful
tablets made from fruit juices. He
knows—because he tried “Fruit-a-tives”
when he was ill and suffering, and is in
| rltz at last I”
a position to speak with authority.
! Then this was reversed when the
658 First Ave., Trov, N.Y.
overwhelming invading force of AusApril 29th. 1918
Iro-Germans took up this same cry,
“I have been a sufferer for year# “On to Goritz!" pressing down from
With Kidney Trouble and Constipa- the north, across the northern bridge
tion. I tried “Fruit-a-tives” about S
lo the city and ending with “Goritz at
last 1"
month ago, and with almost immediate
Thus Goritz has become a symbol of
results. The Kidney Trouble has disap.
which has occurred.
peared and the Constipation is fast the huge change
It was one of the furthest points forHENRY DATER.
leaving me”
ward on the Italian line, the center of
“Fruit-a-tives” is the greatest Kidney
vast arc of fighting front stretching
Remedy in the world, and is equally from Piozzo, far in the north, down to
effective in relieving Constipation.
Adriatic at Montefalcone, and it

50c a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size 25c. At
all dealers or sent on receipt of price
by Fruit-a-tives Limited, OGDEN3BURG, NEW YORK.

COUNTY
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McKinley.
Hollis Reed dropped

Friday, injuring

of his foot
A

girl baby, Sarah,

Mrs.

Perry

was

it

tbe

on

top

badly.

born to

Mr. and

L. Robbins last week.

Jeanette

Mrs.

barrel

a

Manchester, who has
is a little improved.

pleurisy,

been i!i of

Mrs. Belle

Trask, who has been quite
ill, left Tuesday for Bangor to enter the
hospital for an operation.
James McNaughton severed his
Thursday while splitting a stick of

It

was

thumb
wood.

necessary for Dr. Neal to operate,
bone to make an even end on

cutting the
his finger.

Gott,

Decatur S.

respected citizens,
home of his

of

one

our

died Feb.

old

and

at

tr.e

6,

F.,

brother Lewis

at Bernard.

Mr.

Gott will be greatly missed,

was

well known and liked.

as

The

he

sym-

pathy of all is extended to the family.
Patrol boat S. C. 282, Capt. Hadlock.
tbe ice

broken

has

leaving
which

have

This is

only

patrol

been
has

boats this

in

the

for the fish

frozen

of tbe

one

help

needed

here

clear field

a

cases

been

for

in

severe

harbor,

boats,
weeks.

where much

rendered

by

the

winter.

The heartfelt sympathy of the community is extended to Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Sawyer in the death of their baby
*irl, Harriett. The patrol boat landed
the little body here, where it was taken to
the home of its grandparents, Mr. and
.Mrs. Joshua Sawyer, Bernard.

by the Willing
Feb. 13, was entirely successful,
clearing |15 for tbe new church fund.
Tbe entertainment given

Workers

The program

was

managed by

Miss Flor-

Sanborn and Mrs. Linnie King, with
Mrs. W. H. Thurston at the piano. The
fancy goods table was in charge of Mrs.
George Watson, and refreshments were
sold by Mrs. Knowlton, Mrs. E. L. Kelley
ence

and Mrs. Annie

j

tensive Jesuit establishment where 000
seminarians are located.
One corner
wast knocked
ofT. the cornices were
i hanging and several big holes told
where the shells had found a mark.
The main contour of the street was
preserved and the buildings were in! tact as a whole, but every second or
third had been hit, some collapsing entirely, others with their front wall
gone and their upper rooms with household goods showing from the street.
But there was no vast area of completely leveled debris, ns at Verdun or
the
Monaatlr. The outlines of a city were
still there, but it was a city sieved by
was the most populous and import*it
ritv In the great crescent of territory
bombardment.
which the Italian army had sliced off
Trip to the Citadel.
southwestern Austria—some six hun~The trip to the citadel was the event
dred square miles In all. And so Go- of the day. This is a huge pile, with
ritz was symbolic of that entire region
old-time moat and battlements and a
which has twice changed hands In this great tower dominating the whole
In
advance
furthest
of
the
war, and
Here we
country for miles around.
the first Italian campaigns.
were to view Mount Gabriel, Mount Mi- ]
I went to Go-itz and saw the city cael, the Biausizza plateau and the I
It was the
on the eve of its agony.
whole range of ground which had
last trip made there by anyone outside passed through this upheaval. It was
the military before the retreat began.
uphill to the citadel. Everything
The roar of the great Austro-German showed the havoc of long continued
had
commenced. fire. In one great court there was a
offensive already
though for the moment It was taken pretty little chapel which had come
for a spasmodic renew al of the cannon- through the ordeal untouched, though
ade which had been going on for weeks. ail around was a wreck.
Within twenty-four hours the enemy 1
Once upon the battlements a comnau crossed tne isonzo 10 nines luruier
manding view was ahead. There was
north, turned the Italian left wing,
one point of vantage where this view
beaten back the second army under wa* particularly good, known us the
General Capello, threatened to envelop observation post. We halted a moment,
the third army under the duke of Aos- about to enter the post, but others
wished to push on to the very front of
ta, brother of the king of Italy, and put
in
execution that gigantic hammer the wall, and this view prevailed. It
stroke by which they hoped to finish
was a most fortnnate decision, as we
soon after had reason to know.
Italy and cripple the whole entente.
Roads Left Clear.
On the battlements a splendid view
of
stretched out for miles over this batMy trip was maae by invitation
staff
edithe supreme command, with
tleground of mountains, valleys and
As
tor from headquarters as escort.
plains, with the city houses clustered
we sped along the road in the big army
below and tbe roads winding off
automobile I noted there were no through the valleys and foothills. There
troops along the road and bordering in front was Mount Gabriel, this side
fields as one sees approaching Verdun held by the Itnlluaa, the other by the
This ab- Austrians.
or in the Somme or Flanders.
"There runs the dividing line,” said
sence of troops In the rear was part of
the system adopted. It was explained. the escort, pointing to a line of trees
All the reprovisioning of the army was and depressions near the summit
The Italian trenches could be plainly
done at night and the roads were left
clear by day most of the time.
! seen, but there was no need of IndiTen miles out we crossed the Ital- cating a dividing line, for the bursts of
ian-Austrtan frontier and entered Aus- ; smoke along one side of the summit
1 and the answering bursts from the
tria.
At Cormona, an Austrian village on I other side told where the line was.
Off to the left was Mount Michael,
the road, the signs above the shops
once swept clean by shell fire, but now
were all in Italian, showing the ItalNestled In a hollow was
ians were right in the claim that ail
green again.
the convent of St. Catarina. The Bianthis section was racially Italian.
The cannonade began to be heard slzza plateau was off to the left, and
for the first time ten miles west of Go- \ through the mist were the dim out-rttz—a low rumble to the north and

Sprague.

j

wild

now

ana

iut*u

me

Luumm

Ooogins is better. Her daughter,
Mrs. Roger Marble, of Vanceboro is with

boom of a great gun. Day by day the
fire was getting heavier, said our escort, who knew the ground by heart,
and he added that the enemy forces
had been Increased from 120 battalions

her.

to 330 battalions.

P. M.

TRENTON.
Mrs.

out, after being confined
to the bouse ten days from injuries received when a tree feLl, striking him

Harry

across

Davis is

the back.

Hopkins

B.

Leland

was

home

from

Gouldsboro, Tuesday and Wednesday.
Wednesday he passed a successful examination by the local board at Ellsworth.
D.

Feb. 18.
MARIA VILLE.

saddened by the death of
neighbor and citizeD, Luther
Garland. He leaves a clean record, which
be said of few. He was honest,
can
temperate, and of pleasing personality.
Feb. 16.F.
The town is

a

former

Many Children arc Sick y.
Mother Grey’s Swept Powders for Children
break up colds la'24 hours, relieve feverishness, headache, stomach troubles, teething
disorders and destroy worms. At all drugAddress,
Sample mailed FREE,
gists 26c.
Mothih Gray Co., LeRoy, N. Y.

Atmenumnnoe.
GREEN’S AUGUST FLOWr R
Has

been

used

(or ill

ailments tbal

caused by a disordered stomach and
inactive liver, such as sick headache,
constipation, sour stomacb, nervous indigestion, fermentation of food, palpitation
of the heart caused by gases in the
stomach. August K lower is a gentle
laxative, regulates digestion both In
stomaeh and intestines, cleans and sweetthe stomach and alimentary canal,
ens
athnalatea the liver to secrete the bile and
Sold by
from tbs blood.
in

imparttias

Alexander's Pharmacy.

and then—
Crash!
No More Observation Post.
Five of us went down in a heap,
stunned as with a hammer blow. There
was a great, enveloping noise, with the
smash and crack of walls, the dying of
fragments, and then the heave of ton#
of earth, mortar and masonry, plowed
op by the huge missile.
It had struck that observation post.
Just 15 feet away, which we were about
to enter. There was no more observation post; It wns swept clean.
But
fortunately the shell had gone straight
through, battering down mnasive walls
and digging a deep trench Into the
earth where It had exploded underground, throwing up great geysers. But
while the earth and stone flew like
hall, the underground explosion hud
held the shell fragments. Stunned as
we were, the first Impulse was of selfpreservation. A hasty glance showed
no one was seriously Injured, though
the trickle of blood on the right temple of one of the party told that a flying stone had found a mark.
“They have this range," said the escort as we struggled to our feet, "and
one shot means that another will follow.”
There was a hasty scramble from the
battlement, over the tons of debris
thrown up, which Dow completely
blocked the three-foot path skirting
the wall.
The shell had suddenly brought to a*
close our observation of the battle
front with all Its tragedy and majestic
beauty. But worst of all. It put an end
to all trips to Oorltx. for the officer
said no further chances of this kind
could be taken. It was just a* well,
for now the great offensive ef the
enemy burst unexpectedly, aud with It
came the retreat from the Oorltx line.
Fortunately or unfortunately, I had
seen it at the last moment whea the
tide was turning.
Situation Explained.
At the cafe w here we went for lunch
the officer from headquarters laid out
the big military map on the table and
explained the military situation. It
was this:
The enemy was bringing
great masses of men to the north of
the Blausizza plateau. His design was
evident. The Italians by their last advance had swung a
ring which was
threatening Trieste. To save Trieste
the enemy must force (be Italians back
to the Isonzo river, as another Italian
offensive would clear the Carso range
and give the Italians the mastery of
Trieste. To the enemy the time had
come when he must act before the Italians played their final card and held
the Jewel of the Adriatic.
As we pored over the map the increasing roar of the artillery told that
the enemy was losing no time In his.
part of the military game. The proprietor of the cafe wp« an Intelligent
old man. and I asked him If the tire
we heard was the same as nsnnl.
He
shook his head and said:
“No, It: la
very much heavier and It seem* aa

|

past,

Feb. 18.

a big pontoon.
It was on pontoon lines of snow-topped Mount Nero, that
bridges that the Italians entered the outpost of the Italian advance.
As we stood surveying this scene
city and this wreck was one of the
there was the steady rumble of guns,
The big
remnants of that crossing.
railroad Bridge was lying in a wreck with the crack of quick-firers and then
Further on was the long “whiz" of ever-passing shells.
from artillery fire.
the massive stone bridge, with one of But there was one “whiz' which Inits main arches blown to pieces. Near
stantly engaged every attention. We
these bridges lie several Important [ta- could hear It coming, aDd It was not
per mills, where paper Is made for gov- going over, nor under, nor at either
ernment notes. All these mills were side. Every one Instinctively recoiled,

UNCLE SAM’S PHOTOGRAPHER

the

corner

or
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FINISHING TOUCH AT THROAT

Positive—Convincing Proof
Many so-called

remedies Lor ana,in name. Their
mat
prove their claims be
tiling what their medicines contain
The only way to be honest with
the
people is to let them know what they

only

mia are
so
fra are afraid to

j

to

The adornment of the neck is one
of the fashionable phases of the moment.
There Is quite it vogue for the
flat bead necklace made by the wounded soldier.
Probably a good deal ol
sentiment Is connected with the wear,
lng of them, bat they have a distinct
ly decorative value, too, and make
vivid splashes of color on our dark
gowns.
We are beginning to realise the Importance of net* adornments—thelt
scope and their limitations—In the do
main of dress, says a writer In the
New York Herald. Smartness may be
achieved or alienated by the little
finishing touch at the throat. There
is nothing, after all, more becoming
than the time-honored string of pearls
which, hackneyed though It is. hardly
ever seems to look amiss and seemi
suitable at practically any age. Only
In the heyday nS youth are brilliantly
beads
Aftet
colored
appropriate.
forty they should be absolutely taboo
supplanted by the soft fold of cream
or flesh-colort-4 tulle, or., better still
the black velvet band with a diamond
clasp. Jade is. of course, the most
popular of ail stoaes and colors fot
necklaces at present, though corals
moonstones set In silver and opals Intermingled with crystal run them cloe»
land are somewhat less expensive.

HAT OF CHECKERED STRAW.

night.
They were puzzled for a moment; aa
though not comprehending such an inquiry. and then they shrugged their
shoulders.
“We are used to It," they said! “It
Used to frighten us at first, and' the
children still cry at night. Bat what
can we do?”

paying for.

are

I

Vini

Hera is the

formula.
When the doctor know,
what a medicine contains, it
ceases

be

to

a

"patent” medicine.

Cod Liver and Beef Peptone*, Iron »n<f
Mmngmneme Peptoaatea, Iron and Am.
monium Citrate, Lime and Soda Olycero*
pboaphatea, Caacarin.
T>

Any doctor will tell you that the in.

gredients of Vinol,

as named
above,
will enrich the blood and banish anae.
mia and create strength. When the
blood is pure and rich ar,d red, the
body is strong and robust.
You can prove this at our expense
because your money will be returned
if Vinol does not improve your health.
Alexander’s Pharmacy, C. K.

Alexander,

Prop., Ellsworth.

Many

For

Kll.esnrtfc House.

an

Iiolrt.
To have the pains and aches of
hark

re moved—

to

bad

a

b*

entirely free from
annoying, dangerous urinary disorder*,
n rnougu to make any
kidney sufferer
grateful. The following advice ef one
who has suffered will prove helpful to
Ellsworth reader*.

hundred* of

Woodbury, Fifth -it., say.;
“East spr’ng I was suffering severely from
a lame and painful bark
It woo all 1
oootd do to keep on my feet when doing
W

Mrs

housework.

1

waa

dluv and

had

to

sopport for four of filling,
fly kidneys were irregular in action.

grxsp
i

Flat Bead Necklace Made by Wounded
Soldier Has Big Vogue—Pearls
Are Always Becoming.

On the corner there were two women
at the working class talking together
trader an umbrella, foe It was raining
hard. Their Indifference to the shell- >
i
Ing seemed strange, and I stopped to
ask them If the bomhnsdment did- not ;
frighten them and keep them awoke at

4*"*'

snatterea

wall we saw the Isouzo river lying
ahead and on the further side Goritz
rising in terraces with the huge battlements of the citadel towering on the
right. The river looked about the
width of the Potomac at Washington,
but with swifter current from the
mountain feeders. Along the edge of
the river ran rows of shell-torn walls
with gaping windows. This whole water front had been torn to pieces, and
yet many of the demolished remnants
of the buildings were occupied and
work along the river wharves was pro-

The tittle girl’s dressing table
often the cause of much perplexity.
Sister wnnts toilet articles like the
grown-ups of the family, but silver
brushes, combs, and powder boxes are
not for the extremely young.
Mothers
often find the price Is beyond what
can be spent on the younger members
of the family’s “extras," anil more
often these mothers feel that the care
the silver nrtlcles would receive would
not justify their purpose.
However, Interest in her own room
and possessions ntust be stimulated
In the little girl, and a cheaper substitute for the sliver toilet set can be
found.
Possibly she already possesses no
Imitation Ivory set. If so, use that as
the foundation. If she does not possess one, they will be found at reasonable prices in the shops. If sistei
Is nimble with her fingers she may
point on the back of the brush and on
the top of the powder box, etc., a design of flowers—possibly copied frotr
the cretonne hangings. If the task if
too much for little fingers, surely some
older member of the family could accomplish It for her. Little sister's delight at her “lovely toilet eet" would
be plenty of recompense for the tron
ble.
Sometimes one will find that a medicine used In a house has been delivered In a bottle of good design. Do
not throw these bottles away
when
If they
you have used their contents.
possess gloss stoppers, scald them out.
paint a design on their sides, stripe
them with some gay colors, and lo and
behold they are transformed Into s
toilet bottle.
A set of such bottles
decorated to match the design on tb*
brush and comb would make a delightful addition to the young girl'sdresser.

procured

supply

a

of

Doan'ii

Kidney

Alexander*! l)ru* fctove,
using three boxes, all the

Fills tt C. E.
and

after

trouble

left

me.

I

think

there

ia

no

remedy for kidney trouble equal to Doan s
Kidney Pftftit
Frioe •&% at all dealers. Dtin’t
pimply
ask for a kaloey remedy get Doan a Kidney Ft Ha—Ike name that Mm. Wnotfhury
had. Poster-Mil born Co., Mfgrs., Boffsis
I* Y.

If Mathers Only Knew

often rbtidrru suffer from womii. the**
would take sare and guard against itiw common allmeoaef «-biihmxt.

hew

Higoaof worms are:
Derange*
stomach, swollen
upper lip,
sour stomach, offensive breath,
bard and fall belly evtk occasloaa) griping* and pats* about
the navel, pa e face oldtsdea
ti*»4, eyea
heavy and doll,
baa*■**tsL 1M# twitching eyelids,
fcehtng >.
the nose, licking of the rec’um, abort dry
cough, grinding of the teeth, little red point*
sticking out on toague. starting doling sleep,
atom fever.
Over *0 years ago l>r. True discovered tb s
formula of Dr. True's Elixir, the Family Laxativesod Worm Bxpetier. Since I ben people
have been writing us letters like this:
-Sir
141tie gra*i<if1 aukbier had pin-verm* very
badly, uud after taking part of s bottle of
Dr. Trtio'S Elixir H very much bvtter. Mrs.
Thit
Oeorgia Phil pot. lUiuotou, Texas/’

remedy

fea*

a

world

reputation

as the one safe
uod stomach

and reliable remedy for worms
disorders for both young
a»d old.. At dealers'. 40c,
60c and 91 DO Write ns.

if gal hotter*
OF MAI NR.
Ho the Honorable, the Judge cMbe Proha*
(.'our* in and for the County of Hancock,
repre*eotxT. M atomdell of Franklin, in said ouoty. that he
and Warren E. Bhaisdell of Wilton, Frvakiiu
county. Maine, lieorgia Brag<‘*n of Beattie.
Ervkine
King county, Washington, Ms wl K
of Gailford. Hew Hawn countr, Connnoticut,
and Cbrlatine Urann of Hul^ran, Hancock
oouaby, Maine, are .be heirs at law. living in
different state* of Baruuel P
MaUdell late of
Franklin, in said county of Haoctdk. deceased, who left real es:ate its aaid county of
Hancock, in the town of Mt. assert. deacriWd
fhai toe.* owner
mow fully in said petition,
of said real esteie cannot dispose ol their
separate interests without leas.
Wherefore your petitioner praya that C.
Carroll Blaiadell, of Newport.
’Woobscot
oouatv, Maine, or some otb .*# suitable persoj
be authorized to eeil raid r<al estate at prtva*
sale and dietnbute the prow da, after paying
expenses, aaaong said heir * at-law according
to their rt apwciive rights '.herein.
Dated thi* fifth cay of February. a.d- 1918.
T. M Bmudsli
STATE

UKiaPECTFULLY

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a p.-onate ccest held at
■Haworth, in and for sa d county at Hancock,
©n the twelfth day ef February, in the year of
onr Lord one thooaan t nine
:t and red «nd

eighteen.
On the foregoing petition

or dosed. that notice thereof be giver, to alt parsons interested. by causing a cojy of said petition and
this order thereon ts be published three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth Avert*
can, a newspaper published at Ellsworth, in
said county. the first publication to be a'*leaat
thirty days before *Md bearing, that they mar
held
to be
court
appear at a
probate
at Ellsworth.
In sod for said onanty,
on the fifteenth
day of Mruob, a. & 1918.
and
at
ten
o’clock
in
the forenoon,
show cause, if any.
they have, why the prayer
of the petitioner should not be granted.
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of FrobatsA true copy.
Attest:—Claes 3. Mull as. Acting Register

Checkered design* alwajta maim an
appeal to the fair sex, aed when the
design I* on a bonnet which is *o astonishingly simple that practically
nothing sis* ornaments the headgear,
they make an even more decided impression. This pretty model with the

Big Profit In One Hog.
a
Lin dale, Ga.—Charles Guyton,
farmer, bought a hog last September
the
He slaughtered
animal
for $25.
the other day and sold It for 30 cents
a pound. The hog weighed 900 pound*
dressed, and brought $270, a net profit
of $245.

gera hill.

VINOL MAKES
GOOD mow

la

These
were
typical townswomen
who had become habituated to the danger and destruction all around them
and were now stopping on tha street
corner
in the rain to exchange the
latest gossip.
One of the women had
the features of an Austrian, and she
smiled as she heard the rumble of the
Austrian guns and looked off toward
the enemy lines so near.
Within three hours when we got
back to headquarters the fall force of
the blow had been struck and the great
Austro-German offensive against Italy
waa in full operation.

As we passed through the town of
Lueinieo, a far-out suburb of Goritz, It I
Along
was seen to be half destroyed.
the main street ran rows of battered
buildings, with walls half down and
shell holes making ugly gashes. But
business was going on, men were at j
the cafes and women and girls strolled
the street unconcernedly. Now the automobile turned up the steep side of
Padgera hill, one of the outer defenses
of Goritz where bloody hand-to-hand
fighting occurred. One could see the
old trench and wire system, now grass
grown. All this hill had been swept
bare by shell fire, but nature had kindly obliterated the scars and the hillside
was
again smiling with Its verdure.
The sound of firing had now increased
to an enormous roar as we passed Pad-

Turning

~

Attractive Substitute! May Be Found
for Silver Toilet Sets That May
Be Found Too Expensive.

my

though something
going
happen." This was the instinctive feelof
the
on
the
who
had
ing
spot
people
gone through this day after day for
months. They felt the blow coming.
was

-ubtruannno*

FOR THE YOUNG GIRL’S ROOM

of

straw

hi

green

and

maize

squares

FOKKCLORCitK.
8. Watson and Grace
wife, both
Maine, hr
their mortgage d«<d dated September V*
i»18. and recorded in Hancock cousoty registry
of deeds, in book Ml. page 24* conveyed ta
1
me, the undersigned, a certain let or pare**
of land with the buildings thereon, situates
8mart Effects of Belts.
In said Ellsworth arvd bounded and described
Brits are very wide and define the as follows*to wit: Meginulngea the east siA
Franklin street at the *>atheist corner
without
waistline
drawing It In. Many of
bounds oi the late Joseph Moore homestead
of the straight dresses have a band lot: thence easterly on saki Moore's soatb
of very wide ribbon embroidered In line sis reds, more or less, o land of heirs
Joseph Deane; thence southerly and parallel
beads of spangles; others show belts with Franklin street forty lour fee'; thesce
on John A. Jordan's south line to
reversible satin
of broad
ribbon, westerly
Franklin street; thence northerly on Frank*
draped a little to allow a
of Un street to the firsi-mentioned bound- A!»o
our real eetate and al our right, title and
the two colon. Much the same effect all
interest in and to any and all real estate,
la
by lining satin with stock- which we or either of us way own or be entitled to. either at law or in equity, as
lngette of a contrasting tint
i by the records at the said registry of deeds
for the oounty of Hancock, to which deeds
and the records thereof reference is hereby
Valvatta la New.
! made for a more particular description of tae
the
Velvetta la a new material scoring • premises hereby conveyed; and whereas
condition of aald mortgage has been bioken.
or
success.
now, therefore, by reason of the brcecn
condition thereof. I
claim a foreclosure w
Taupe, fawn, slate, dark greens end aald
tna«
for
mortgage and give this notice
plum are the winter shades of It used purpose.
A O Hsoaemr
for novelty and street suits. Moat of
By R. B Mason, his alt ytheee models are trimmed with fur.
B 11sworth, Me. Feb. i. IfIX

standing

on a

NOTICK

point and with the band

~

*

1

4
4

OF

M. Wasson, nustand and
WHEREAS.George
of Ellsworth* Hancock oounty.

and hat in olive green crepe makes a
moat youthful and dainty spring Donnet.

oj

glimpse

Sergt.

Leon
marine

H.

Caveriy,

United

States
corps, ono of the
“movie" camera men of Uncle Sam's
fighting forces in France, photographing onr participation in the great war
for the nation’s archives. These men
ceeding.
dally risk their Uvea recording the
Old Bridges Replaced.
The Isonzo river was crossed by the world's greatest drama for future genwooden bridge which Italian engineers erations. Enemy soldiers spot him with
built after all the old bridges had been powerful glasses and because they fear
train tleir guns on him.
blown up. On one side lay the wreck hie records,

produced

j

sppeors

|

|

|

aUtarrlisnntnUL

legal Notice*.
__

„

ctraoD» tnl*r»,t«a

in

rlther oJ the

e«

it Ellsworth. In »nd
“‘fro**”*”*'”"of”235
Hancock.on thr clfhth

*> *
,or

F* bruarv. in the year of
nine hundred and

nf

ethousand

n°iHF

matter*

our

Lord

eighteen.
having been pre-

fo'lowing
lor tne action thereupon hereinThat
it ia hereby ordered:
inter*
thereof be given to a 1 this
persons
order to be
hv ciusinc a copy of
W.«k. roo»MlT«ly In thi.
Amrnc.n,. nr w,pap.r publl.brt
in said county, that they may
he held at Ells*
at a probate coart to
the fifth day of March, a. d.
on
“i ten of the clock la the forenoon, and
thereon if they eee cause,
M heard
In said
n.nrf H- Sargent. late of Ellsworth,
Petition that Mints I.
deceaaea.
person be ap
SVrwent or some other suitab'e
administrator of the estate of said
presented by Ernest L Sargent, son
Mid deceased
at-law
Haskell, late of Ellsworth, In
George F
Petition that Edmond
„id county, deceased.
Walsh or some other suitable person be
...minted administrator of the estate of said
presented by Frank 8 Call, an
at Uw «* "*,d deceased.
jdsou R Grant, late of Oils, In said county,
^cessed. Petition that Harry beL. Crabtree
suitable person
appointed
nf»ome other
of said deceased,
Administrator of (be estate
by Horace W. Grant, a sou of said

Ti-

sen ted

indicated,

"•ui.h/d “4.

fiSSS
inswortb,
•Pjf!

Countless Women BEL6I/
find—
TO

t_

that when suffering from
nervousness, sick headache,
dizzy spells and ailments
peculiar to their sex—
noth ing affords such prompt
and welcome relief, as will
follow a few doses cf

Kaiser’s Officers Showed Open
Disregard of International Law.

WORKMEN SEIZED AS SLAVES

^ted
£!ucd.

•ffbelr

XJeaaed.
£ir

presented

ES*ed*

of Bluehill, in eald
Miles H. Lon*.
Petition that Harry L.
foonty. deceased.
rrtbtrre or some other suitable person be apBOinted administrator of the estate of said
Spcfised, presented by Cora E. Long, the
widow of said deceased.
Elbridge B. Oreely, late of F.den, In said
Petition that
Fred A.
coofliy* deceased.
Holmes or some other suitable person be ap*
nointed soministrator de bonit non of the
rttste of said deceased, presented by Emma
E. Ureely, the administraj Oreely. Henry
without having fully admintor, bsving died
estate.
said
istered
Charles W. Brown, late of Orland, in said
county, deceased. First account of Alice G.
Brown, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Frsnk P Coombs, late of Franklin, in said
county dec rased. First account of Emily L.
Coomb*, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Minnie B Ball, a minor of Hancock, in said
Account of Lacy Crlmtnin Ball,
eoanty.
Ituftrdisn, filed for settlement.
William H. Davis, late of Bar Harbor, Eden.
{BMid county, deceased. Petition filed by
Loere B. Draay and Bert H. Young, praying
that the appointment of said petitioners
Dimed as trustees in the last will and testament of said d»ceased may be confirmed by
•aid coart and that letters of trust issue to
them, without their giving bond, according
Indirection in said will.
William D. Sargent, late of Winter Harbor,
Petition filed by
io aid county, deceased.
Marti D. Sargent, widow of William D. Har
rent, for partition of certain real estate of
aid deceased, situated in Winter Harbor
iforeiaid. more fully described in said peti-
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HOMAN'S
PILLS

Cardinal Mercler Moved to Bitter Condemnation of Acts of German Authorities Which Aroused Detestation of Christendom.

Contrary to rules laid down by
the Hague convention, and all principles of civilized warfare, German
authorities forced Belgians to aid
them in the prosecution of the war.
The committee on public information gives the facts concerning
these atrocious deeds in a pamphlet
recently made public, from which we
take the following:

A proven women’s remedy,
which assists in regulating the
organs, and re-establishing
healthy conditions. Beecham’s
Pills contain no habit-forming

drug—leave

no

Nature’s aid
better Health
fit.—

^_
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ILrgal Xotitt*.
NOTICE or FORECLOSURE.

TirUKREAH Thurlow T. Young of Gould*
▼ f
boro, in the county of Hancock, and
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated

August 12, a. d. 1910, and recorded in Hancock
county registry of deeds, book «71, page 28?,
conveyed to Bartlett W. Brown of Milbrldge,
Washington county. Maine, one-half part undivided of all those c*rtain lots or parcels of
land situated
in
said
Gouldsbcro and
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
The homestead lot of the late George Whitaker as conveyed to
him by deed of Abner
many.
tion.
Johnson, dated October 19. 1829. and recorded
with the Hancock county. Maine, registry of
in voklng Belgian laws or even inWilliam W, Howie, late of Gouldsboro. In
aid county, deceased. Petition filed by Irv- deeds In book A*, page 31*. containing fourternational conventions to the conteen acres and ten rods or however otherwise
ing T McDonald, administrator, for license
the said homestead lot may be described.
to Mil certain real estate of said deceaaed.
trary, can, In no case, Justify the re•Halted tr aid Gouldsboro. and more lully Also the Job Hall lot, adjoining the above
fusal to work.
named homestead lot, containing about sixdescribed in said petition.
"Article 2. Any person who by force,
Zelma L. Smith, a minor of Ellsworth, in teen acres, the description of which is found
In
deed
W
of
Job
Hall
to
Petition filed by Carrie A.
George threats,
aid county
persuasion, or other means
dated
1830.
2,
rteptember
Smith, guardian, for licenae to sell certain Whitaker,
Also another lot of land which the said
ml estate of aald minor, situated in said
attempts to influence another to refuse
Whitaker
purchased of the heirs of work as
Ellsworth, snd more fully described in ssld I George
the late Oren Whitaker of said Gouidsboro,
pointed out in Article 1, Is
petition.
as per deed dated
April 15,
Intending to liable to the punishment of ImprisonHarriet K Morton, late or Hiuehill, In aaid
the
homestsad with whatever adjoinconvey
ment not exceeding five years.
county, deceased. Petition filed by Ernest ing lota belonging tt ereto. being a
of
that the
M Kioiba i. praying
appointment the premises conveyed to the saidportion
George
“Article 3. Whoever knowingly by
of *a;d petitioner named a« one of the trusWhitake by deed of Martha K. Young, dated
and
l>e
last
will
testament
and
cod!
tee* in
M art h .0,1885, and recorded with the registry
means of aid given or In any other way
ciiof said deceased may be confirmed by said of denis aforesaid, in book 197,
374.
page
abets a punishable refusal to work,
court, Charles II. Cross* tie, the other trusBeing the same premises conveyed to me and
tee named, having declined to act as trustee.
the said Thurlow T. Young by warranty deed
will be liable to a maximum fine of
Fred A. Fisher, late of Hiuehill, in said from Elvira K. Wood et al, dated November 4.
10,000 marks, and in addition may be
Petition filed by Stephen 1904, and recorded with said registry in book
county, debased
N Haber, administrator with the will an
413. page 499.
condemned to a year's Imprisonment.
Reserving however one a'-re
neied. ti at the amount of the inheritance of land more or l*ss with the buildings there"If communes or associations have
t*i on said estate, be
determined by the on situated. And whereas said mortgage was
assigned to me by the said Bartlett W. Brown
judge of probate.
rendered themselves guilty of such an
on
the
seventeenth
of
M
day
tv. a. d. 1915, and
Albert Treworgy, late of Surry, in said
offense the heads of the communes will
recorded lu Hancock county registry of
Petition that Laura K.
county, deceased
deeds, book 517.
be punished.
page 268; and whereas the
Treworgy or some other suitable person be
condition
of
said
mortgage has been broken, |
appointed administrator of the estate of said
"Article 4. In addition to the penaldeceased, without giving bond, presented by now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the i
condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said j
Laura K Trewotgy. w idow of said deceased.
ties stated In Articles 1 and 3, the Germortgage.
W.
late
of
vnoott,
Oeorge
Uucksport. iu
man authorities may, In case of need.
Frank N. Brown.
*aio countv. deceased.
Mecond and final acDated at Milbrldge, Maine. Jan. 90. a. d. 1918. 1
count of
Impose on communes, where without
Herbert L. Abbott, executor, filed
forsetiiem nl
reason, work has been refused, a fine
NOTICE OF FOKECLOSL'KE.
r*.
of
in
said
Ellsworth.
Joseph
Honaey,
or other coercive police measures.
XTTHEREA8 Burtelle Hodgkins of Eden,
county Y r»t account of Walter A. Honoey.
of
t?
Hancock county, State
Maine, by
“This present decree comes Into
guardian, filed for settlement.
his mortgage deed dated Nov. 29. a. d. 1907,
Hannah 1
each, late of Peoob-cot. in said
force Immediately.
and recorded in Hancock county registry of
county. dr<eaod. First and final account of deeds, book 448. page 304, conveyed to Bart W.
“Der Etappelnspekteur,
Albert P. le.th, administrator, flltd for setBrown of Milbridge, county of Washington,
tlement
"VON UNGER,
.State of Maine, a certsiu lot or parcel of land
Stillman N Urindle, late of Penobscot, in situa ed in Bar Harbor, said town of Kuen
"Generalleutnant.
■•id com ;., debased
First and final ac- and being hounded and described as follows,
couni of Alite-i p
“Ghent, October 12, 1915.”
Leacb. administrator w ith to wit: Beginning at a stone bound set in the
the will junrieil, filtd for settlement
grouud iu the easterly side line of the Glen
“Slavery," Said Cardinal Mercler.
Mary road, said atone bound being tbe southv'•
k’er. Isle of Blu«*hlll. In said
west corner bound of lot No. 8. section C, as
Cardinal Mercler’s brief comment Is
to * ‘y Ue»
-1
First and UuaI account of
shown upon a plan of the Shannon estate.
Y
» A, Hoick
as follows: “The Injustice and arbiey, administratrix, ft ed for Bar Harbor,
B
and
sections
Maine,
C,
a*
July,
lenient
trariness of this decree exceed all that
1908, made by Edgar I. Lord, civil engineer,
Herbert L Marks, late of
Rncksport, in and recorded in H.e Hancock county registry
•tl'1 b'ur.-v
could be Imagined. Forced labor, coldec a«ed
Petition fl
by of deeds; thence easterly but always fo low
K Ipbi*. M*rk->, a imiutstrslor i>t the estate
lective penalties and arbitrary punish-,
ing ibe southerly side line of lot No 6. se tion
%.
i-d to
*u o der .»•• i*
!* »4 de-r*«
<
e
niuety-fi ve feet to a si one bound et 1 it
meats, all are there. It is slavery, neicl* naair uio>
g ibe heirs ui *»d dr e aesaid stoue t>ound bring the northground
ti.e ftmo.iB
'’emaiuiOg Iu tue hands o; avid
west coru«.
bound of lot No. 28, section C, as
ther more nor less.”
a:
iiiu.ur, ou the settlement of hi-fiist shown on said recorded p an. thence southCardinal Mercler was in error, for
account.
but always following tbe westerly side
erly
w tne»* HKKTRAND K
the German authorities were able to
CLARK. Ju <ge of line of said lot No. 28. section C. forty feet to
»*id lour
an iron
bolt set in tbe ground, a said iron
a
this eighth
hilawotlb.
Imagine a much more terrible measure.
f re .tmry, in the year of our l^>rd
bolt b-ing the northeast corner bound of lot
one bo»».
No. 4, section C, as shown on s-id recorded
In October, 1916, when the need for
: nine hundred and eighteen.
A-t*'** L. M cli.an. Acting Register.
plan; thence westerly but alwava following an additional labor supply in Germany
A true copy
the northerly line of said lot No. 4. section
Attest
C. niu- tv flve fee' to an iron bolt set iu the
had become urgent, the German gov.it R. Vu(.UK, Acting Register
ground in the easterly side of tbe Glen Mary
established the system of
ernment
road; thence north six degrees and thirty
noth y. ok foreclohurk.
minutes east bur always following the said
forced labor and deportation which
easterly side line of the Glen Marv road forty
H F.RK
has aroused the detestation of ChrisMyra Williams, late of Am
at the place of
if
ber.-i, Hancock county, btate of Maine. feet to the side stone bound
Meaning and intending to coutendom. The reader will not be misled
>* 0'
fourth
date<f
the
*ge
deed,
day beginning.
his
deed
all
of lot No S, section C. as
•>
of r“er
V«J
d. ligjfi, ami recorded in Han
Pererrher,
by the clumsy effort of the German au- I
showu on the said recorded
together
l*,1'* c LOU*‘ S registry of deed*, book 4V>, page with all the buildings thereon. plan,
And wherethorities to mask the real purpose of
‘live,
d
to
Albert K
Mace, late of
Aurora, in *«id county and rtiate. a certain as the said mortgage was assigned to me by
the decree.
said Bart W. Brown. March 24. a. d. 1913, and
ei or land situated in said Amherst.
°V°J
said assignment being recorded in the Han*n
t> «mde I and
“I. People able to work may be
described as follows, to wit:
cock count) registry of deeds, book 314. page
Beginning al *
and stone where the 27. and whereas
compelled to work even outside the
the condition of the said
road lorun near the barn
now or formerly
mortgage has been broken, now, therefore,
owned by R H.
place where they live, in case they
Milsby; from thence westerly by reason of the breach of the condition
lhe ro*d
forty-three roda to a stake and thereof,
have to apply to the charity of others
1 claim a foreclosure of said mortaionea:
thence south
degreetwenty-five
for the support of themselves or their
west, forty rode to a stake aud atones made gage.
(,'abkik 8. Biown.
•or a
corner; thence west eigbty-two rods to
dependents on account of gambling,
Dated at Milbridge, Maine, Keb- 2. a. d 1918
°» the river; thence northerly fol:„.ceut*r
the center of the river
drunkenness, loallng, unemployment or
six roda;
sixty
ding
of the United States for
■senes east
forty degrees south twelve rod* In the District Court
Idleness.
from the r>ank of
the Hancock District of Maine.
the river to a stake aud
“II. Every Inhabitant of the country
Nohthkkn DvjsionUes;. th*noK north forty degrees east
rods to a stake aud i*tone* made
Is bound to render assistance In case
1
Id the matter of
% coruer on the north line of the
lot;
Bankruptcy.
Ik
0*0*u* A. W»kd,
of accident or general danger, and also
fro.
•f«uCeeMl “tarty-one rods to a stake and
Bankrupt,
!**?*• “AO® for a coruer on the road leading
to give help In case of public calamiNarry Miisby's; thence southerly on the To the creditors of George A. Ward, of
ties as far as he can, even outside the
fifty-eight rods to the Aral-mentioned
Southwest Harbor, in the county of Hanoound; containing fifty acres more or less;
cock and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
place where he lives; In case of refuring the premises described in deed from
is hereby given that on the 12th
Wiliam E. Herrick to Myra Williams, dated
sal he may be compelled by force.
said
a.
d.
1918.
the
of
February,
day
*• f®06* and recorded iu said registry
“III. Anyone called upon to work,
Ward was
A
duly adjudicated
George
the
428, page 78;and whereas
irst meeting of his
*MlU°n of mM mortgage has been broken. bankrupt: and that the
under Articles I or II, who shall reat
Ell-worth.
office.
held
be
creditors will
my
Wi therefora,
by reason of the breach of the Me, on t he 28th day of February, a. d. 1918, at 1 fuse the work, or to continue at the
thereof, I claim a loreclosure of o'clock
in the afternoon, at which time the said
■aid
work assigned him, will Incur the penmortgage.
creditors may attend, prove their claims, apA. Ruhskll Mack, Administrator
of Imprisonment up to three years
a trustee, examine the bankrupt aud
alty
point
Estate Albert E Mace.
transact such other business as may properly
of a fine up to 10,000 marks, or
and
February H, 1918.
come before said meeting.
unless
one or other of these penalties,
William E. Whiting,
for by
Referee in Bankruptcy.
a severer penalty is
Statement*.
Ellsworth, Me., Feb. 16,
*-
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jnirty-four

364X^0.

j
>

N'OTICK

i#!i,uAy
JJfJfw.bo.k

Insurance

£**!

PAUPER NOTICE.
contracted with the City of Ells-

■Wim iMt
unilateral loane,
stock* and bonde.

UMh In office and bank,
Agent*' balance*.
intereet and rent*.
ah other
aeaet*.
Gro** aaaeta,
r.
“educt Item* not admitted.

*

may

114,827 *2
88.6*2 37
51,500 oo
12.033.870 83
797,876 61
1,250,811 24
187.461 67
569,448 63

*16,105,556

80

1,005.684 7*

who

care

to

SI, 1*17.

estate,

the laws In force.
"If the refusal to work has been
made in concert or In agreement with
several persons, each accomplice will
be sentenced, as If he were a ringleader, to at least a week's Imprison-

for thoiie
worth
HAVING
support and
need aasistance daring five years begin-

H*w YORE, 14. Y.

ASSETS DEC.

provided

1918.______

national sikkty company.

ning Jan. 1, 1916, and

are

legal residents

of

Ellsworth. I forbid ail persons trusting them
on my account, as there is plenty of room and
accommodations to csre for them st the City
Abtbob B. Mitchmll.
Farm house-

ment

"IV. The German military authorities and military courts will enforce
the proper execution of this decree.
GEN"THE
QUARTERMASTER

InBHtanrt StaUtnintg.
LOYAL

INMJBANCK CO.

PBOTBCriVK

ERAL, SAUBERZWEIG.

BOSTON, MASS.

Admitted aaeeta,
*14,098,664 64
ASSETS DEC: SI, 1917.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1817.
9430,660 00
Stocks and bonds,
Net unpaid loaaea,
* 1,401,87* 76 Cash In office and bank,
1I6A27 14
3.236.2*4 34
V.“*"«d
premium*,
All other
6,448 01
llabilitie*.
1,028,62* 30 Interest and rents,
capital.
4,000,0** 00
|,Mh
6661.926 16
Gross assets.
surpia* orer all llabilitie*,
4,428,t*» IS
T°tal liaMliUe* and turplua,
9*1.925 16
Admitted assets.
*14,099.364 51
LIABILITIES DEC. Si, 1917.

The mail-order house is advertising
for your business. What or*
you going
10 do about itf

Net nnpsid losses,
Unearned premiums,
Alt other liabilities,
Cash capital,
surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and

mand.
He Is said to have criticized
Von Hissing's policy as too mild; there
wns a quarrel; Von Hissing went to
Berlin to protest, threatened to resign,
bet did not. He returned, and a German
official here said that Belgium
would now be subjected to a more terrible regime—would learn what war
was.
The prophecy has been vindicated. Recently I was told that the drastic measures are renlly of Ludendorf’s
Inspiration; I do not know. Many German officers say so.”
If Von Biasing had opposed the policy of deportntlon when his own judgment was overruled, he consented to
become the “devil’s advocate” and defended the system in public.
Especially Instructive Is the following conversation reported by Mr. F. C. Wal
cott:
"I went to Belgium to Investigate
conditions, and while there I had op I
to talk one day with
portunlty
Governor General Von Biasing, who
died three or four weeks ago, a man

Attention Now Being Given to One of
Defects in Automobile Construction.

BLUEHILL.

*«-plus,

• 96,711 62
122,168 17
26,922 77

100,099

»

217,188

09

9 61,926 16

\

j
j

|

“Great
Headquarters, 3d October,
1918.”
Military Rulers Responsible.
The responsibility for this atrocious
program rest* upon the military rulers
of Germany, who had labored so zealously to Infect tas army and the
people with the principles of ruthlessneas.
It la slgniflcant that the decree
of October 3, 1916, ’ollowed hard upon
the elevation of Hlndenburg to the supreme command with I.udendorf as hii
In his long report ol
chief of staff.
January 16, 1917, Minister Whitlock

E. Price is iu New York

E.

j

Mart be Osgood,

Mias

business,

oo

who

has

been

teaching at Seavilte, is home.
John W. Greene of the 39th infantry,
Camp Greene, N. C., has been appointed

One of the crying defects In automobile construction Is at last receiving attention. Every mechanic knows
the Importance of protecting wearing
surfaces of a machine from dirt and
grit, and considerable attention has
been given to gears and bearings; but
that vital part of the engine, the cylinder, has been lost sight of between the
engine designers and the carbureter
engineer, and allowed tS inhale destructive road grit ad libitum.—The
Scientific American.

corporal.
The musicale io be

given by the Village

Improvement society
to

has been

postponed

Feb. 23.

A

republican

1 at 7 p. m.,
town ball.
Miss

will be held

caucus

banquet

the

in

visit

March

room

G.‘indie has

Elizabeth

Lisbon Falls to
Mary Johnson.

her

of the

gone to

sister, Mrs.

Kev. It, M. Trafton will deliver the
annual address to the Knights of Pytbiaa
at the Baptist church Feb. 24.

SPRINGS TAKE PLACE OF AIR
Automobile Tire, Invented by Ohio
Man, Possesses Most Excellent
Riding Qualities.

The

miners’

ball

Saturday evening

at the

was

a

An airless automobile tire, for which
U claimed Indefinite life and even better riding qualities than the pneumatic
tire, Is the Invention of C. E. Beard of
Columbus, O.
The tire consists of an Inner and an
outer rim with diamond-shaped connections that work with a scissor mo-

town

great

Clark's orchestra famished
Feb. 18.

...

hall

success,

music.

8.

FRANKLIN.
Genevieve Havey, who has been

Miss

visiting Mrs. Lula Peavey in Bangor,

Saturday.
Bunker, iieonard

re-

turned home

Grafton

Floyd

j

Fernald

tended

the

and

Y. M.

Bragdon,

Bernard Sprague atC. A. convention al

Portland.
Misses

Billings

Hulbert, Harriman,
Eldridge compose
here, which

and

Tracey.
girls*
it doing

the

basket-ball team
creditable work.

|
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|
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COUNTY NEWS

URGE CLEANING INTAKE CAR

seventy-two or seventy-three years
old. u mnn steeped In the ‘system,’
born and bred to the hardening of the
heart which that philosophy develops.
There ought to be some new word
coined for the process that a man’s
heart undergoes when It becomes;
October 12, 1915, the German authorsteeped In that system.
ities took a long step In the develop- I
“I said to him. ‘Governor, what are
ment of their policy of forcing the Bel- j
you going to do If England and France 1
gtans to aid them In pro.-.ecutlng the j stop giving these people money to purwar.
The decree of that date reveals chase food?’
the matter and openly discloses a con1
von aissing Henea on starvation.
tempt for International law.
“He said, ‘We have got that all
“Article 1. Whoever, without reason,
worked out and have had It worked
refuses to undertake or to continue out for weeks,
because we have exwork suitable to his occupation, and In
pected this system to break down at
the execution of which the military any time.’
administration Is Interested, such work
“He went on to say. ‘Starvation will
being ordered by one or more of the grip these people in thirty to sixty
to
will
be
liable
military commanders,
days. Starvation is a compelling force,
Imprisonment not exceeding one year. and we would use that force to compel
He may also be transported to Ger- the
of
many

disagreeable
after-effects. They are—

to

(On file In state department)
“Then, In August. Von Hlndenburg
wns appointed
to the supreme com•ays:

Tbe evangelistic meetings in which Mr,
Holt is assisting are held at the Baptist
vestry thia week. The third and closing
week they will be at the Methodist vestry.

Twenty were present at the Bed Cross
auxiliary meeting Friday at the Baptist
vestry. A literary and musical entertainis being considered.
needed tor the work.
Feh. 16.
ment

Belgian workingmen,
them very skilled, to go to Germany
to replace the Germans, so that they
could go to the front and fight against
the English and the French.’
‘As fast as our railway transportation could carry them, we would
transport thousands of others that
would be fit for agricultural work,
across Europe down Into southeastern
Europe, into Mesopotamia, where we
have huge, splendid irrigation works.

Funds

are

B.

WALTHAM.
Miss

Airless Automobile Tire.

Clara B.

Googins

Mrs. William Davis at

is working for
Ellsworth Falls.

tlon. The diamonds are held at a tenNewell G. Hardison was home from
sion by a series of springs running
Camp Devens last week on a short furaround the tire. The outer rim carries lough. His wife
accompanied him.
a rubber tire, which can be replaced
Tbe Help-Some-How club did not meet
when worn out.
Feb. 1, owing to bad weather. The club
It Is said the tire will last during the
is working to raise funds to repair the
life of the car. The tire has a rounded
cemetery fence.
form, and looks very much like an orFeb. 18.
L.
and Is even lighter,
All that land needs Is water and It dinary pneumatic,
smallest sizes.
In
the
except
will blossom like the rose.
Less Than a Glass of Water.
"‘The weak remaining, the old and
Fog, mist and clouds are composed
the young, we would concentrate oppo- TO STOP VALVE PLUG LEAKS
of tiny drops of water, hundreds and
site the firing line, and put firing j
thousands and millions of them, so
squads back of them, and force them Difficulty Overcome by Spreading Or- small that
they will float in the air.
through that line, so that the English
dinary Paste Stove Blacking
If you should get up early some mornOver Threads.
and French could take care of their
ing, especially If you live near the rivown people.’
er, you might find the houses, tree*
a
enThere
are
still
great
many
was
a
"It
perfectly simple, direct,
and the people on the streets lost in a
detachable
without
cylinder
the
that
gines
frank reasoning.
It meant
thick fog, yet a block of this fog, 12
German government would use any heads and these UBe valve plugs. These feet
long, 12 feet wide and 12 feet high
leak.
This
often
may
leaking
force in the destruction of any people plugs
would contain less than 1-7 of a glas*
be
ordinary
paste
stopped by spreading
not Its own to further Its own ends.”—
of water, divided into 60,000,000,000
Frederick C. Walcott, in National Geo- stove blacking over the threads. Do drops.
This
be
used
much.
use
too
not
may
graphical Magazine, May, 1917.
A brief general view of the character at any hot Joint lp place of white or
NOW 18 THE TIME TO BE CAKEFUL
because
and
Is
much
better
red
lead,
of the deportations can perhaps be
The widespread blizzard is causing such a
gained best from the report of Minis- It does not make removal of the part demand
for cough medicines that almost any
»n hour's
sort of mixture is finding sale.
Avoid unter Whitlock.
job._
known concoctions that might contain harm“The deportations began In October
ful drugs. When you buy Foley’s Honey and
Dyspepsia is America’s curse. To restore Tar
Compound you are certain of getting a
in the Etape, at Ghent, and at Bruges, digestion, normal weight, good health, and
family cough medicine of high standard and
The purify the blood, use Burdock Blood Bitters. genuine merit. It contains no opiates.
as my brief telegrams indicated.
Moore’s Drug Store.
policy spread ; the rich Industrial dis- Sold at all drug stores. Price, $1.25—Advt.
tricts of Hainnutt. the mines and steel j
works about Charleroi were next at- |
asbrrtasiaents.
1

—

tacked;

now

they

are

seizing

men

in

Brabant, even In Brussels, despite
some Indications and even predictions
of the civil authorities that the policy
was about to be abandoned.
[The etapes were the parts of Belgium under martial law, and Included
the province of western Flanders, part
of eastern Flanders, and the region
of Toumal. The remainder of the occupied part of Belgium was under
civil government.]
Pitiable and Distressing scene.
"During the last fortnight men have
been Impressed here in Brussels, but
their seizures here are made evidently
with much greater care than in the
provinces, with more regard for the
appearances. There was no public announcement of the intention to deport,
but suddenly about ten days ago certain men In towns whose names are
on the list of chomeurs received summons notifying them to report at one
of the railway stations on a given day;
penalties were fixed for failure to respond to the summons and there was
printed on the card an offer of employment by the German government, either in Germany or Belgium. On the
first day out of about 1,500 men ordered to present themselves at the
Gare du Midi about 750 responded.
These Vere examined by German phyThere
sicians and 300 were taken.
no
was
disorder, a large force of
mounted Uhlans keeping back the
crowds and barring access to the station to all but those who had been
The commissummoned to appear.
sion for relief in Belgium had secured
permission to give to each deported
man a loaf of bread, and some of the
communes provided warm clothing for
those who had none and In addition a
small financial allowance. As by one
of the ironies of life the winter has
been more excessively cold than Belgium has ever known It, and while
many of those who presented themwere
selves
adequately
protected
against the cold, many of them were
The men shivwithout overcoats.
ering from cold and fear, the parting
from weeping wives and children, the
barriers of brutal Uhlans, all this
made the scene a pitiable and distressing one.
“It was understood that the seizures
would continue here In Brussels, but
on Thursday last, a bitter cold day,
those that had been convoked were
It Is
gent home without examination.
supposed thut the severe weather has
moved the Germans to postpone the

deportation.”

~

WILL YOU BE SEE 7
Thousands of thoughtless people neglect colds every winter.
A cough follows; they get rundown—then stubborn sickness sets in.
Sickness can be prevented easier than it can be cured
if you
will give your system the benefit of a few bottles of

you

will find your whole system strengthened. It will fortify your lungs
and throat and enrich your blood against rheumatism. It is
powerful concentrated nourishment without alcohol or opiates.
Don’t neglect taking Scott'a—commanco today.
The imported Norwegian cod liver oil always used in Scott** Emulsion is now
refined in our own American laboratories which guarantees it free from impurities.
Scott & Bowne. Bloomfield. N. J.
17-17
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iLRUWA in Your Home
A housewife

must give the first aid in
colds, coughs and
other ailments. Her promptness in applying the
remedy often
caves a serious illness.
Her experience with remedies has led
her to know that PERUNA is always reliable, that she
should
have it on hand for the immediate treatment of
coughs and
and
that
it
is
to
colds,
always her
Mrs.George Parker,

419 Water St.. Menasha, Wia.. writes:
We have used Parana in our family
for a number of
aud have
found it a perfectly
reliable medicine.
It soon rids the system of any traces
of a cold, and prevents serious consequences,
1*1 began using it
for catarrh, which
I suffered with a

(years,

uiauy

years,

but had not been very serious until recently.
Since 1 have taken Peruna the dropping in my
throat has discontinued, and my head and noee
are not so stopped up in the moaning.
I am
pleased with the results, and shall continue to
use it until I am entirely rid of catarrh.
"I heartily recommend it as an honest medicine."
What it does for her it is ready to do for you.

The

Family
Safeguard

The experience of one
woman, given herewith, is
typical of thousands of letters that reach the Peruna

Company from grateful

friends who have found their
homes incomplete, and their
family safety in
danger without
PERUNA.
*

Colds and Catarrh

11

The great weight cf testimony that has accumulated in the 14 years that PERUNA has been on the

market proves it. be-, ond q-estino, to be the reliable
family remedy, ever ready to take, preventing vne serious effects of coldi
coughs, grip and derangements of the digestive organs. This
proof is published from time to time and many families have
profited by it
i-.rN

P-«e*ber ree cee obleie PERl.'NA im tablet bra tor
..am ui be ImnlaaA asa.au ,uUra .necks.

far

ceaeeaieace.
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NEED SEXTANTS
FOR NAVIGATORS
Ships.

OLD CAPTAINS TO RESCUE
Out of Closets and Attics Are Dug
Sextants That Have Not Been Used
for Years—Navigators’ Aid Columbus Did Not Have.

Washington.—One of the early effects of the war was an acute shortin
age of the Instrument most used
navigating ships at sea, the sextant.

was.

In the early months of this country’s participation in the war, when j
the United States shipping board was
establishing the chain of navigation
schools at which It Is training officers for the new merchant marine, !
there was such a scarcity of these

Instruments—which

wnen

IS CALLED THE LIBERTY TAX' j

■ >

_

O.—Alexander Biernowskl was having his draft
questionnaire filled out and was
listed as an alien.
"Do you claim exemption because you are an alien?" asked
an interpreter, who was assist-

Canton,

■

tng.
back Alex.
“I want to fight for the United
States, or Russia, or anybody,
Just so I get to kill two Germans.”
Alex came to this country from
Warsaw, Poland, 12 years ago.
“Sure not!”

tnese

came

,,

JJ
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Instruments were stowed away by
careful hands, years ago, that they
would ever again serve the merchant
marine. Today many of them are being used by young men who will qualify as officers on the new and greater
merchant marine, while others, which
have been presented to the shipping
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PORKERS

Wife of Wisconsin Pastor Is Well Repaid for Eight Months of Careful Attention.

oeductable item, but not the coat of form persons subject to the tax of
the Inw
threshing machines, tractors and ma- their duty, and ignorance of
will not be accepted as an excuse. I>e: chlnery of a more or less permanent
character. Rent paid for a farm may llnquents need expect no leniency.
be deducted.
If, on account of illness or absence
from home, you are unable to render a
Deductions Allowed.
A merchant may claim as deductions return within the time prescribed, you
the amount expended for advertising, may obtain an extension of thirty days
hire of clerks and other employees, by filing with the collector of Internal
cost of light, fuel, water, telephones,
revenue of your district a request
etc., used in his place of business, therefore before March 1. In this you
drayage and freight bills, the cost of must state your reason why the return
Two and a Half Billion Dollars operating delivery wagons or trucks cannot be rendered within the time
and Cost of their repair.
specified. Collectors are not authorWill Be Collected Under War
A physician may deduct the cost of ised to grant extensions of more than
medicines and medical supplies used thirty days, but this authority is
Revenue Act.
hy him in the practice of his profes- granted the commissioner of Internal
sion; expenses paid In the operation revenue In meritorious cases. If such
and repair of an automobile used In extension Is desired the request should
professional rails, dues to medical so- be addressed to Commissioner of Incieties and subscriptions to medical ternal Revenue. Treasury Department,
journals; expenses of attending medi- Wnshlogton, D. C.
Agent May Act for You.
Every Married Man or Head of a Fam- cal conventions, rent paid for office
rooms and the hire of office assistants, i
You may appoint an agent to act for
ily Having an Income of $2,000 a
and cost of fuel, light, water, tele- you If. by reason of Illness or nbsence
Year and Every Single Man
phone, etc., used in office rooms. from home, you are unable personally
Having an Income of $1r
Amounts expended for books and surg- to render your return.
Your agent
000 Muat File a Return.
ical instruments are not allowable as must make affidavit that he has suffia deduction.
cient knowledge to make return for
Washington.—Seven million taxpayThis, In a general way, outlinea the you and must accept responsibility for
ers will contribute this year, in proordinary expenses incurred by a funn- and be willing to assume the penalties
portion to their Income, to the cost of er, merchant or professional man, anil for a delinquent, false or fraudulent
the war. The estimated revenue to be
the principles underlying these allow- return.
coUected under the war revemie act of ances are equally applicable In the
The nest advice mat can ne onercu
October 3, 1917, is $2.500.(K»,000. of
case of any business, trade or profesto taxpayers In connection with the
which $666,000,000 is in individual insion. In short, all expenses connected filing of their Income tax returns Is:
come taxes.
More than 6,000,000 perdirectly and solely with an Income- "Don’t delay." By prompt action you
sons who never before have paid an
producing businesa, trade, profession are cooperating with your government
Income tax will be assessed.
or vocation are allowable deductions.
In the greatest task It has ever underthe
tax"
is
designation giv'Ifclberty
Ton may deduct also from gross In- taken. the defeat of German autocracy
en the levy by Daniel C. ltoper, comcome debts actually ascertained to be
and the establishment of a world-wide
missioner of Internal revenue.
The
worthless and charged off within the and lasting peace. Every patriotic
title Is an apt one, for the revenue to
year, and losses sustained in business
American will pay these Liberty taxes
be derived under the war revenue act
or trade or from fires, storms or theft,
cheerfully and promptly. The man
and the proceeds from the sale of the if not
compensated by Insurance or who seeks to evade them Is not only
Liberty bonds are to be used for the otherwise. Reasonable allowance Is dishonest, he Is disloyal. When dissame purpose, to feed, clothe and furmade for the depreciation of property covered. as he will be, he will be made
nish with ammunition the American on account of wear and tear In the use
to suffer the full consequences.
armies. The owner of a Liberty bond
of business. Depreciation of your resiRemember It Is
Get In line early.
Is entitled to feel a pride also in the
dence is not allowed, but If you rent cash now or kalserism later. Whether
possession of an Income tax receipt.
property to others, depreciation can be you pay a tax of $10 oa nn Income of
Many persons shared in the prosper- claimed.
$2,500 or $175,180 on an Income of $1.*
ity of 1917. Merchants, farmers, busl- |
Items to Be Included.
000,000 you may rejoice In the knowlness and
professional men and em- I
You are required to Include under edge that your dollars are helping to
ployees were beneficiaries. To Insure ! gross Income the following items:
win the war.
a continuance of prosperity each must :
Salaries, wages, commissions or
assume a share of the common bur- !
compensation of whatever kind for
den—a burden so distributed that
GIRL BELL HOPS MAKE GOOD
personal services.
_*
man
Is
assessed
to
his
every
according
All profits derived from business
Income. Better for the American peoBecoming More and More In Evidence
trade or commerce.
In Hottelrlea In the State of
ple to pay to their own government a
Profits from the sale of property,
Wisconsin.
Liberty tax of $2,500,000,000 than a war real or personal.
Indemnity to Germany of many times
Rents.
Rhinelander. Wls.—Girl bell hops
that amount.
Interest on notes, mortgages, deeds
are becoming more and more In eviWho Must File Returns.
of trust or other securities Issued by
dence In hostelries throughout the
Now is the time to,file your Income ! Individuals, partnerships, etc.
according to traveling men. and
tax return.
Interest on bonds, mortgages, deeds state,
the new “buttons” are making good
income tax forms may be had from
of trust or similar obligations of corWhen girls replaced hoys
on the Joh.
collectors of Internal revenue. These
porations, Joint stock companies or In- in
to the call of “Front!“
responding
have been prepared In the simplest
surance companies.
at one of the local hotels here the manform possible and with a little care
Interest on bank deposits. Including ;
ager of the establishment was at first
and attention taxpayers should be able
savings banks.
Inclined to be skeptical concerning the
to fill them out to the satisfaction of
income received from fiduciaries,
of the feminine workers. Now
ability
themselves and the government.
that Is, amounts received from Inhe Is a confirmed exponent of the girl
If married or the bead of a family,
comes of estates, trusts, etc., through
bell-hop plan.
and your net income for 1917 was $2,trustees, administrators or executors.
000 or more, you are required to hie
Dividends on stock, whether rePREPARING FOR TRADE WAR
with the collector of internal revenue
j ceived as cash or stock. Only dlvl- |
In the district In which you Uve a redends paid out of earnings or profits
Britain Perfecting Commercial Machinturn of your Income for the calendar
accrued since March 1, 1913, are taxery for Struggle to Follow
If single and your Income was
able.
year.
Present War.
$1,000 or more you are required to
Net partnership profits, whether dlj
make such a return.
These returns
vided and distributed or not.
London.—Great Britain continues to
must be in the hands of collectors not
Royalties from mines, oil and gas
for the trade
later than March 1, 1918.
wells, patents, copyrights and fran- perfect Its machinery
war which many believe Is sure to folThe normal rate of tax under the ; chises.
new departwar revenue act of October 8, 1917, Is
Heavy penalties are provided for de- low the present war. The
will
2 per cent on incomes above the
linquents. If you are late In filing ment of commercial Intelligence
have two main divisions, one for home
amount of exemption, which is $2,000 j your return you are subject to a fine
1
In the case of married persons or heads
of not less than $20 nor more than and the other for foreign trade.
Not only will this department collect
of families and $1,000 In the case of
$1,000, and. In addition. 50 per cent of
with
single persons. The old Income tax the amount of the tax due. For mak- Information, but it will co-operate
men In getting their goods
under the act of 1916 still Is In effect,
ing false or fraudulent returns the business
markets of the world ahead.
so that the total of your tax will be
penalty Is a fine not exceeding $2,000 Into the
If possible, of the other nations’ busithe sum of these taxes added
one

J

SEVEN MILLION
TO CONTRIBUTE
TO COST OF WAR

"I
PREFERS KILLING TWO
HUNS TO EXEMPTION ::

are

used daily in the schools to teach
methods of determining a ship’s position at sea—that an appeal was’made
for the loan of instruments.
The result was striking. Out of the
closets and attics of former captain’s
homes, particularly In New England,
sextants appeared that had not seen
the light, in some cases, since the days
of the clipper-ship era, when the United States was supreme on the sea.
Many of these instruments had been
on long voyages to the mysterious
East; others had been in the whale
fishery to the far North; a few had
been carried among the Cannibal
Islands of the South Pacific, others
among the pirates of the China seas.
It had not heen tnougnr,

down to touch

ago.
With the sextant perfected, the apparatus used by a navigator was
greatly reduced In bulk. Some of the
ancient ships, bound on long voyages,
took along a great variety of appliances that today would be valuable
only as Junk or curios.
Now the American officer, ready to
ship for service overseas, takes his
sextant, the most important of all navigating instruments next to the compass. in a neat mahogany case only
nine inches square by live Inches deep,
and needs nothing further, except the
ship’s chronometer, to enable him to
tell where he is every day on his voyage across the vasty deep.

In a few weeks after the United
States became a party to the great
struggle, the market was swept bare
of what might be termed the floating
supply of these important Instruments.
Since then. Importations from England, Canada and France have eased
the American market somewhat, but
there Is still a sufficient shortage to
hold the price far above what it for-

necessary

sun

hortzpn.
When Ahe observer using the sextant gets the sun down to the horizon,
he fixes the arm on the scale by means
of a screw, and proceeds to read the
scale, which gives him the sun’s altitude in degrees.
When Hadley brought his sextant
out in 1731, It was given a trial by
the British authorities, on the yacht
Chatham, off Spithead, on a gusty
day in August. We read that the
weather “was too rough for a satisfactory test."
Rough weather is a frequent cause for trouble in handling
the sextant, as it is difficult to “catch"
the sun and bring it down when on
the uncertain platform of a moving
deck.
The value of Hadley’s instrument
was not at once recognized by mariners, but its worth has been amply demonstrated by the fact that no essential change has been made in it slDce
it first appeared, nearly two centuries

United States Swept Bare of Instruments Used tc Guide

merly

brought the

!

Juneau, Wls,—Table scraps, a limare actually
making voyages
ited supply of ground feed and some
again, this time among the pirates of
waste from a local condensory formed
the submarine zone.
the sole diet on which Mrs. Anna P.
A sextant unlike a watch or any
wife of a local minister, raised
Instrument with constantly moving i Corr,
three small Chester white pigs. After
parts. Is very slow to wear out There
eight months of careful attention by
Is not much difference in the sextant
when
her they were killed and,
of today and the original sextants prodressed, weighed 291, 294 and 305
duced In England when the Instrupounds respectively. The heaviest of
ment was first perfected by
John
the trio was sold for $64.05. In addiHadley, back in 1731.
tion the Corr family had left about 600
First Was an Octant
of pork for family usage.
Hadley called his instrument at first pounds
an octant, because it represented in
Its scale of degrees but an eighth part
ARE MARRIED SECOND TIME
of the circle, that Is, 45 degrees. Later
Instruments were termed quadrants,
Indian Chief and Wife Decide It's
as they represented a quarter of a cirTime to Go Through White
Man’s Ceremony.
cle, 90 degrees. The sextant, or sixth
of a circle, 60 degrees, was found to j
together.
El Reno, Okla.—Bird Chief, an In- !
be most practical, and In time came
1 Under the act of 1916 the normal rate
Into general use. The practical dls- I dian. applied for a marriage license
of tax is 2 per cent op Incomes of marand when asked the bride's name, |
tlnction between these three Instruried persons in excess of $4,000 and j
said:
ments is slight, however.
on Incomes of single persons In excess
|
“She has several names; I’ll have to j
The first sextant was not an Invenof $8,000.
tion, as might be supposed, but an
go and ask her which name she wants
For example, if you are married and I
adaptation of ancient Instruments to use."
your net Income for 1917 was $5,000 j
Bird Chief explained that he and
used by astronomers from time immeyou will be taxed $80. This is 2 per
his wife had been married many years
morial to determine the sun's elevacent on the amount above the exemption, or latitude. * The oldest of those : with a ceremony performed the antlon of $2,000 under the act of 1917 and
cient tribal way. They decided it was
ancient Instruments was the astrolabe,
2 per cent on the amount above the
time now to be married the “white
a diBk of copper or brass, cut to the
exemption of $4,000 under the act of
man’s” way.
full circle of 360 degrees. This was
1916.
fitted with a plumb line, and on its
Exemption for Children.
face a bar pivoted on the center, and
MISS EMMA FROHMAN
If married or the head of a family
having at one end a pin. One man
you are allowed an additional exeinpheld up the disk by the line, another
tlon of $200 for each dependent child,
sighted the sun over the pin In the end
If under eighteen years of age or Inof the bar, and another noted where
capable of self-support because defecthe shadow cast by the pin fell on
tlve. A taxpayer is considered to be
the scale of degrees marked on the
the head of a family If he Is supportdisk.
lng one or more persons closely con- :
It thus took three men to make an j
nected with him by blood relationship,
observation, which was usually faulty, J
relationship by marriage, or If his duty ;
while the use of such an instrument
to support such person is based on
on a moving ship was almost an imsome moral or legal obligation.
possibility.
Women as well as men are subject
Another ancient observing instru- ;
to the tax.
ment was the cross-staff. This consistThe combined net Income of a mared of a bar of wood—some of them
ried couple living together Is assessed.
were seven feet
long—fitted with a
If. for example, the husband earns
sliding upright bar. or cross. The
$2,000 and the wife $1,000, they will
long bar was held toward the sun, and
have to pay a tax of $20, provided they
the observer was posted at one end.
have no children.
The shorter bar was then moved back
A widow, a woman living apart from
or forth until the observer saw the
her husband, or a maid Is assessed on
sun over Its upper tip and the horiher net Income above $1,000.
zon at the same time under its lower
“Net Income" means gross Income,
tip. The angle thus determined was
less certain deductions provided for by
marked on a scale on the long bar.
the act.
A grave objection to this InstruIn arriving at your net Income you
ment
was
that the observer was
are allowed to deduct from
gross Inobliged to look at the sun and the
come all expenses actually
paid during
horizon at the same time.
the year In the conduct of a business,
Columbus used both Instruments on
trade or profession.
These Include
his voyage to the new world, but apthe amounts paid by a farmer In preparently neither helped him much in
paring his land for a crop and the
determining the position of his ships,
cultivation, harvesting and marketing
which he could only guess at until he
of the crop, the cost of seed and fermade a landfall in the West Indies.
Miss Emma Frohman, slater of Dantilizer used, the amount expended for
Invents
Instrument.
Hadley
iel Frohman, the famous theatrical
labor in caring for live stock and the
John Hadley conceived the idea of
manager who went down with the Lucost of feed. The farmer may deduct
employing the principle of the cross- sitania, Is sponsoring the work of also the amount paid for repairs to his
staff In an instrument that would enmaking woolen undergarments for sol- barn or other farm buildings, but not
able the observer to see both the ; dlers.
Through her efforts, a special
the dwelling, and for repairs to farm
sun and the horizon when looking at
undergarment has been designed here fences, machinery, etc. The cost of
the latter. This he accomplished by
after a French model, and Is being
materials for Immediate use and of
arranging a series of mirrors In such turned out In quantity at the work- small tools which are used up in the
• way that the observer by the moverooms of the Vacation War Belief In
course of a year or two, such as bindment of an arm, or lever, attached to
New York city.
ing twine, pitchforks, spades, etc., is a
board,

j

|
j

|
j

j

j

j

j

year's Imprisonexceeding
ment, or both. In the discretion of the

or

not

court, and. In addition, 100 per cent of
the tax evnded. For falling to pay tax
when due, which Is on June 15, 1918,
the penalty Is an assessment of 5 per
cent of the amount unpaid, plus 1 per
cent Interest for each month during
which It remains unpaid.
Government Keeps Check.
The man who thinks that failure to
make proper returns might escape unnoticed Is making a serious error. The
government has a checking system by
which it will be informed of delinquents.
The task of collecting the revenue to
be derived under the war revenue act
devolves upon the bureau of internal
Revenue officers are visiting
revenue.
every county in the United States to
assist taxpayers in making out their
Income tax returns. The date of their
arrival and the location of their office
may be ascertained by Inquiry of colThese
lectors of internal revenue.
government experts will furnish you
with return forms and answer any
and ull questions us to how they
should be tilled out. Their services are
offered without cost. You should remember, however, that failure to see
the official who visits your county does
relieve you of the duty Imposed by
law to file your Income tax return
within the time prescribed. The taxpayer must seek the government, not
the government the taxpayer.
Every effort has been made to ln-

not
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UNFURLS OLD GLORY IN >'
ALTITUDE OF 20,700 FT. j |
! |

Knoxville. Tenn.—The distinc- j |
tion of being the first to unfurl
[ Old Glory on the peak of the j
1
North c ■
mountain
in
highest
■

! !
1

|
>

[

| j
|
•

America, Mount Denali, in Alaska. Is claimed by Robert Tatum
of this city. The flag was made
by himself out of silk handkerchiefs.
The party of four, of which
Mr. Tatum was one, was the
first to ascend Mount Denali,
and the second to attain an altitude of 20,700 feet.
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HIS BATTLE
By LI’ -IAN H. CROWUiY.
'■*■*-*■*■ * » * *
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(Copyright, lit... tv ti e Met lure N'ewsp'al
per Syndicate.)
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“Harry. weren’t you a little hard on
the boy? Perhaps he couldn't help It.
There may have been

a

reason

for his

delny.”
“What excuse could he have?

boys

Mes-

always late; looking
in the windows somewhere. I suppose.

senger

are

Instead of getting here with my suit.''
“Dear, you are unreasonable because
you are anxious to be on time with
Elizabeth. You will have to learn to
control your temper or It may get you
Into serious trouble. The poor boy was
breathless and tried to explain but you
wouldn't listen. Can’t you see. dear,
that the world will not come to an end
beccnse things turn out a little differently than yon planned?”
Mrs. Dangerfleld looked at her son
with some misgivings.
She realized
more
and more that h« was giving
way to a hasty temper that was natural to him and that he had no thought
of curbing It.
Hnrry took the box of clothes up
stairs and after a hasty dressing, hurried out of the house and down the
street to the home of his fiancee,
Elizabeth
Boothhy, several blocks
away.

neared his dest'natlon, he
young man run down the steps
of the house, Jump Into his automobile
and drive away In the opposite direcHe recognized him as Harold
tion.
Young, one of his own friends and s
popular young man of their set. and
a pang of jealous anger shot through
him.
He mounted the steps with all the
rage of the previous hour returned.
When Harry entered the living-room
he saw Elizabeth bending over a
basket of pink roses. She looked up
at him and smiled.
•Didn’t I see Harold Young just
leave here?" he demanded.
“Yes," Said the astonished girl.
flowers,
"And he brought -these
didn’t he?"
the now
“Yes,” again answered
frightened and bewildered girl, “but—"
“Then this Is what I shall do with
he

As

saw

a

them."

Harry took the basket, threw nil the
lovely roses on the floor, and stamped
their beanty to nothingness. Then,
turning on his heel without one look
at Elizabeth, he left the house and
went home.
Weeks passed and Harry nursed his
anger and jealousy with stubbornness.
He did not go anywhere that he might
meet Elizabeth.
Every one was so
busy with war and lied Cross work
that he was not missed as he otherwise wonld have been.
One day while Harry was sitting In
his office miserably unhappy In his
longing for the girl who was to have
been his wife, the door opened and In
walked Louise Spencer. Louise was an
Intimate friend of Elizabeth. Harry
was pleased and surprised as he arose
to receive his visitor.
“Harry." began Louise at once, “1
came to see If you would help us with
the flowers?"
“The flowers," exclaimed he, “what
flowers?”
“Why didn’t you know that Elizabeth Is the president of the Angela
Flower Mission and I am the secre-

tary?”
“No. Tell me about It. please."
“1 supposed Elizabeth had told yon
all about It. We were elected to office
We collect flowers
some
time ago.
from our friends and take them to the
sick people on our list, narold Yonng
has driven his machine on most of the
errands for us. but he sails for France
next week and we need you, Harry."
“Does Elizabeth know you were go-

ing to ask me?"
"No, she doesn’t. I only thought of
tt this morning. I have been so upset
by Harold's going away. Tonight out
engagement Is to be announced and 1
nm telling you now so that you will
understand. You will help us. won't
you. Harry?”
“With

all

my heart

and

soul. I'll

help. You can depend on me day or
night for anything.”
After she left, Harry walked np and
down the length of the room many
times. Twice he took down the receiver of the telephone only to put It
back again.
His mother’s words came back to
Mm. “You will have to learn to control your temper or tt may get you
Into serious trouble.’’ Yes, that was
the whole trouble.
He had been as
hasty with Elizabeth as he had been
I with the messenger boy.
Seizing his hat. he left the pile of
| letters on his desk and went to see
her.
!
He found her at home, looking sad,
but as beautiful as ever, and she was
i bending over a large basket of flowers
that had been sent In for the mission.
Into her face came a look of surprise and Joy, which she quickly suppressed. Then looking calmly and
coldly at him, she waited for him to

speak.
He went over to her and took her
hand. He bent Mg head over It penitently and aatd:
“Dearest, can you ever forgive my
; beastly temper? I was Jealous of Harold because I thought he brought the
This latest and most unusual photograph of Queen Elisabeth of the flowers for you. I have Just learned
Belgians, Is a silhouette made at the the truth. I am so happy and so refront, where she accompanies her hus- morseful and If you forgive me I promband, King Albert, almost all the time. ise to try with all the strength I posShe, like the king, has endeared her- sess never to let my temper get away
self to her suffering people by the for- from me again. Dear one, won’t yon
titude with which she has braved the ; try me again and let me help with ihe
hardships of war since 1914.—British flowers as Harold has done?”
For answer two soft arms stole
Official Photograph.
|
i about bis neck.
i

